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Abstract

An anal¡ical solution using the propagator matrix method is developed to obtain

the natural frequencies of vibration and the corresponding displacement and stress

eigenvectors for simply supported, orthotropic, rectangular, laminated composite, cross-

ply plates.

Three approximate theories are investigated. They consist of two equivalent,

single layer theories, (namely the classical laminated plate theory and first order shear

deformation theory), along with a Raleigh-Ritz type approximation that uses quadratic

finite elements through the thickness are investigated. Numerical results are presented for

the exact propagator matrix approach as well as for the three approximate theories.

Results from the novel exact solution approach agree with published results for the

natural frequencies as well as the displacement and stress eigenvectors. Results for

equivalent single layer theories over predict the natural frequencies. The extent of the

over prediction is affected by a plate's thickness, the magnitude of the difference in the

relative stiffness of the lamina, and the relative differences of the stiffness in one

direction with respect to another direction. The novel solution approach that uses the

propagator matrix method is computationally efficient. A new case of a zero fundamental

frequency and corresponding rigid body displacement eigenvector is uncovered for an

orthotropic material whose material constants, D++ and D55, âre negligible.
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 Composite materials

There has been a dramatic increase in the use of composite materials in all types

of engineering structures as well as medical prosthetic devices, electronic circuit boards,

and sport equipment. Many journals and research papers attest to the fact that there has

been a major effort to develop composite material systems, and analyze and design

structural components made from composite materials, [1]. Composite mate¡ials are used

in infrastructure as I-beams, channel sections, and joint plates. The use of composite

materials is extensive in aerospace for commercial aircraft, military aircraft, and space

craft. They are used commonly in the fuselage and wing structures, [2].

Composite materials consist of two or more materials combined at the

macroscopic level to compose a structural unit. They can exhibit the best qualities of their

constituents and, often, qualities that neither constituent possesses, [3]. The main

advantages of composite materials are their very high strength to weight ratio or stiffness

to weight ratio, corrosion resistance, and thermal insulation, [2]. Other properties that can

be improved are attractiveness, fatigue life, temperature dependent behavior, thermal

conductivity and increased acoustical insulation.

Fiber reinforced composite materials consist of high strength and high modulus

fibers in a matrix material. Reinforced steel bars embedded in concrete provide an

example of a fiber reinforced composite. In these composites, fibers are the principal load

carrying members while the matrix material keeps the fibers together, acts as a load

transfer medium between fibers and protects fibers from being exposed to the

environment. When fibers are aligned in one direction, the strength and stiffness achieved

in one direction may be achieved at the expense of the corresponding property in the



other direction. Fiber reinforced composite materials for structural applications are often

from thick layers called lamina. A laminate is a stack of lamina with various orientations

of the principal material directions.

The layers of the laminate are usually bound together by the same matrix material

that is used in the laminate. Structural elements such as bars, beams or pìates are then

formed by stacking the layers to achieve the desired strength and stiffness, []. The

contents of this thesis are directed mainly towards oriented laminated, fiber reinforced

composites. In a fiber reinforced composite the role of the fìbers is to impart the stiffness

and strength characteristics of the fibers by carrying a major part of the load in the

direction of the fibers, [a]. The most common fiber reinforced composite consists of
reinforcing fibers embedded in a binder or a matrix material. Fibers and matrix materials

can be obtained commercially in a variety of forms from individual fibres or as lamina.

Fiber reinforcement is very effective because many materials in their fibrous form

are much stronger than in their bulk form due to fewer imperfections present in fibers.

The fibers may be organic o¡ metallic. Commonly used fibers are glass, boron, graphite

and aramid (Kevlar). Fiber diameters range from 0.008 to 0.15 millimeters. Fibers are

generally 10 to 100 times stronger then the matrix, [4]. Glass is the most widely used

fiber and it is relatively inexpensive but its low modulus limits its application. Graphite

or carbon f,ibers are the most widely used advanced fibers, [2]. Matrix materials include

polymers such as epoxy and polyester, ceramic, or metals such as aluminum, copper,

iron, nickel, steel, and titanium . The role of the matrix is to maintain the alignment of the

fibers, increase the structural stiffness, provide adequate transverse properties

perpendicular to the fibers, act as a load transfer medium for discontinuous or broken

fibers and protect f,rbers from damage caused by mutual abrasion and environmental

degradation. Fillers are added to reduce the weight and protect the fibers from ultraviolet

radiation.



In a continuous fiber reinforced composite laminate, individual lamina with fibers

running parallel to each other are laminated together at given angles to form angle-ply

laminates or cross-ply laminates where the angles are at 90 degrees. The major purpose

of lamination is to tailor the directional dependence of the strength and stiffness of a

material to match the loading environment of the structural element. For example, more

lamina could be oriented in one direction as opposed to another to give more stiffness in

one direction, [3]. Another common composite configuration is the sandwich structure

where stiff face sheets are laminated together with a soft core. This configuration has

extremely high flexural stiffness-to-weight ratios and it is used extensively in aerospace

structures, [2].

Two principal steps involved in the manufacture of laminated fiber reinforced

composite materials are lay'r-rp and curing, [2]. Common material defects are interlaminar

voids due to air entrapment, delamination, or lack of resin. Otherpossible defects include

incomplete curing, excess resin between layers, excess material voids or porosity,

incorrect orientation of lamina principal material directions, damaged fibers, wrinkles or

ridges cause by improper compaction, winding or layer alignment; inclusion of foreign

matter, unacceptable joints in layers and a variation in thickness, [3].

1.2 Nondestructive evaluation

Natural frequencies of free vibration of plates depend ou the material properties,

support conditions, and the mass density of the material. Testing the natural frequencies

has been a method investigated for determining if there are either flaws in a material or a

change in stiffness. Additionally, it is important to know the natural frequencies of
vibration in the design of composite structures. Vibrations can be minimized by selecting

a material or a plate that will'not be excited in one of its natural frequencies.

Vibration. can be used for quality control. Since the natural frequencies

vibration are sensitive to material properties, composite structural components can

of

be



tested for their natural frequencies which can be compared to either those of a quality

component. If the natural frequencies differ from that of a quality structural component,

the component is likely to contain a flaw.

Additionally, it has been proposed that the natural frequencies can be used to test

for deteriorations of a component after some time in service. If the natural frequencies of
vibration of the structural component are lower after some time in service, and knowing

that generally, the natural frequencies of vibration of a material are directly proportional

to the square root of the stiffness, the material has undergone a loss in stiffness or other

form of degradati.ons. Composite materials are generally quite expensive. Therefore there

is a need for this type of technology. To interpret test results, it is necessary to have

theoretical predictions of the natural frequencies of vibration. Many approximate models

and exact models are available to solve for natural frequencies of vibration, each yielding

different accuracies and requiring different degrees of computational effort.

1.3 Literature review

Several equivalent single layer (ESL) theories have been proposed to derive the

dispersion relations in the form of a generalized eigenvalue problem. The most common

ones are plate theories. The classical laminated plate theory (CLPT), in which it is

assumed that normals to the mid-plane before deformation remain straight and normal to

the plane after deformation, under predicts the deflections and over predicts the natural

frequencies. These results are due to the neglect of transverse shear strains in the classical

laminated plate theory. Early attempts to consider a transverse shear deformation plate

theory were made by Reissner [5] and Mindlin [6] for the cases of bending and free

vibration of plates, respectively. However, first order shear deformation theory (FSDT)

releases merely one assumption, the neglect of the transverse shear strains, to allow for

constant transverse shear strains, through the thickness. Therefore, first order shear

deformation theory requires the use of a transverse shear correction factor either

implicitly (Reissner) or explicitly (Mindlin). Ambartsumyan [7] is believed to have been



the first person to account for a more realistic distribution of the transverse shear strains

with all assumptions of the CLPT released. Whitney and Pagano [8] presented solutions

for bending and for flexural vibration frequencies of symmetric and non-symmetric

laminates by considering the shear deformation and rotary inertia in the same manner as

Mindlin's theory for isotropic homogeneous plates. Reissner [9] introduced a higher

order plate theory with in-plane and normal higher order displacements. for the special

problem of plate bending.

A list of references for numerous refined plate theories for homogeneous or

laminated media, consisting of isotropic or anisotropic utaterials, can be found in Kapania

and Raciti [10], and Librescu and Reddy [11]. However, plate theories are cumbersome

to use and they do not provide very accurate eigenvalues. Subsequent to these

investigations, higher order theories have been developed by many researchers 112-25) to

predict more realistic displacements, stress and frequency behavior of thick-laminated

plates. An analytical solution by higher order, layer wise, mixed theory in which

displacement and stress continuity was maintained at layer interfaces was used by K. Rao

[26]. Moreover, he calculated the natural frequencies as well as the relative stress and

deflection distributions through the thickness of the plate.

More recently, finite element methods (such as a three-dimensional, eight-node

hybrid stress finite element method) have been developed by Sun and Liou l27l to

analyze the free vibrations of laminated composite plates. They have proved that the

hybrid stress finite element model can very accurately predict the free vibration behavior

of an orthotropic laminate. Although higher order, displacement based, finite element

formulations give sufficiently accurate results, they have inherent difficulties such as

shear locking due to the over estimation of the transverse shear stiffness in the case of

thin sections. Also, the displacement models are known to yield inaccurate stress

components at prescribed stress boundaries. On the other hand, hybrid elements can be

used to exactly satisfy stress boundary conditions, thereby improving the prediction of

the stress components. Also, hybrid models provide better convergence for problems



involving a stress singularity. The motivation of the original formulation of the hybrid

stress model developed by Pian [28] was to circumvent the difficulty of constructing

interpolation functions for the displacements in an element to fulfill the inter-element

compatibility conditions of an arbitrary geometry. An approximate solution has been

accomplished by assuming a number of stress modes, which satisfy equilibrium

conditions only within an element. Pian and Chen [29] presented a hybrid/mixed finite

element method accomplished by using the Hellinger- Reissner principle for which the

stress equilibrium conditions were not introduced initially but were incorporated through

the use of additional intemal displacement parameters. The finite element formulation

based on the assumed stress hybrid approach has been presented by Spilker [30]. Higher-

order distributions were assumed through the thickness for the stresses and displacements

within each layer, and a twordimensional plain strain element was developed by

restricting attention to cylindrical bending of cross ply laminates. Later, Spilker [31,32]
developed two more hybrid-stress elements based on individual-layer, non-noûnal, cross-

section rotations (which satisfy appropriate interface continuity) and independent layer

stress fields (which satisfy interface traction continuity and upper/lower surface traction

free conditions). Application of the hybrid stress model to both thin and moderately thick

single and multi-layer plates (including transverse shear effects) have been presented, for

example, in references [33-36]. The book by Reddy [37] gives a comprehensive summary

of equivalent single layer theories and higher order theories, Raleigh-Ritz approximations

and various finite element formulations. The paper by Reddy and Khedir [1] provides an

excellent review of the equivalent single layer theories and higher order theories, as well

as finite element formulations. The paper by Kapania and Raciti [10] provides a

comprehensive review of higher order theories and Raleigh-Ritz formulations.

Theories that yield accurate eigenvalues and are computationally very convenient

to use are the theories derived through the stiffness methods of analysis. Dong and his

colleagues (Dong and Nelson, [38]; Dong and Pauley, [39]; Dong and Huang, [40])

presented a stiffness method of analysis to study wave propagation and vibration in

laminated anisotropic plates. They discrefized the plate in the thickness direction with



subdivision into mathematical sub-layers and used quadratic interpolation polynomials

that involve only the displacements at the interfaces between sub-layers and at the middle

of the sub-layers as the generalized coordinates. These methods maintain only

displacement continuity at the layer interfaces. Later on, Datta et. al. [41] presented an

approximate stiffness method applicable to a layered anisotropic plate with an arbitrary

number of layers. In this method, both displacement and stress continuity is maintained at

layer interfaces. The accuracy of the stiffness method is demonstrated by comparing the

results with analytical results for homogeneous and layered fiber-reinforced plates. The

effect of varying the number of sub-layers is also investigated.

Three dimensional elasticity solutions for free vibrations, bending and stability

problems of simply supported, orthotropic plates \¡/ere presented in the late 1960's and

early 1970's. The three-dimensional solutions obtained were used as the basis for

assessing the accuracy and range of validity of several two dimensional theories, [42]. A

three dimensional elasticity solution, using a finite difference scheme, was given by

Noor, [43]. Srinivas and his colleagues [44, 45] analyzed the bending vibration and

buckling behavior of simply supported, thick homogeneous and laminated plates by

formulating and solving the problem analytically using three-dimensional elasticity

theory. Also Pagano f46,47] used the same approach for the bending of cylinders and

thick laminated plates. All these solutions showed considerable non-linearity in the

distributions of in plane strains through the thickness, rather than the linear distributions

predicted by first order shear deformation theory. An efficient method to obtain the exact

frequency equation of a plate having an arbitrary number of orthotropic layers has not yet

been reported. Although it is possible to obtain, using a propagator matrix approach, (see

Mal [48]), the exact frequency equation governing guided waves or vibrations in a

layered orthotropic plates, finding the roots of these transcendental equations is quite

cumbersome and computationally very expensive. As the number of layers increases, the

exact frequency equation becomes extremely complicated and requires robust search

techniques to locate the roots. To circumvent this difficultly, an anal¡ical method that

combines an efficient root-locating scheme is proposed here. In this method, the exact



frequency equation of the layered orthotropic plate is constructed using the propagator

matrices. Muller's method, as given in Conte and Boor [49], is then used in conjunction

with initial guesses (obtained from an approximate theory) to obtain the roots of the exact

frequency equation. Obtaining the exact frequency equation and solving for the exact

frequencies of vibration in this manner, to the author's knowledge, has not been reported.

1.4 Thesis objectives

The objective of this thesis is (1) to investigate anal¡ically the methods involved

in obtaining natural frequencies of vibrations and the corresponding eigenvectors of

displacements and stresses for an orthotropic, laminated composite, cross-ply plate and

(2) to develop an exact solution that is computationally efficient. Th¡ee approximate

theories and one exact theory is discussed. A novel solution approach is used and the

results will be compared to each another and contrasted in terms of accuracy and

computational effìciency.

1.5 Organization of thesis

An exact method using the propagator matrix approach is presented in Chapter 2

for an orthotropic material incorporating all nine (9) constants of orthotrophy. Propagator

matrices for an isotropic material and an orthotropic material for which the transverse

shear moduli are negligible are also presented. The formulations of the three approximate

numerical methods are presented in Chapter 3. First, two equivalent single layer theories,

namely the classical laminated plate theory (CLPT) and a first order shear deformation

theory (FSDT) are formulated. Finally, a Raleigh-Ritz type approximation is formulated

using quadratic finite elements through the thickness of the plate. Numerical results in

terms of the natural frequencies of vibrations, and the corresponding displacement and

stress eigenvectors obtained from programs developed are presented and discussed in

Chapter 4. A comparison of the computational effort is mentioned briefly. The numerical



results are validated and compared to other published results. Finally, conclusions and

recommendations for future work are presented in Chapter 5.



Chapter 2

Analytical Method

2.1 Introduction

An anal¡ical model of obtaining the natwal frequencies of vibration for a simply

supported, laminated composite cross-ply plate is developed in this chapter. The exact

formulation maintains both the stress and displacement continuity at the laminae

interfaces. Roots of the frequency equation can be calculated, along with the

corresponding stress and displacement eigenvectors, at the layer or sub-layer interfaces

through the thickness of the plate.

2.2 Description of problem

Consider the simply supported laminated composite plate shown in Figure 2.1.

The plate has length ø in the x direction and length å in the y direcrion. The plate is

simply supported at the four edges, (x : 0, a) and, ( y : 0, å ). The plate is assumed to be

composed of perfectly bonded orthotropic laminae, each one of which may have distinct

mechanical properties and thicknesses. All nine unique elastic constants of orthotrophy

will be taken into account. For simplicity, it will be assumed that the plane of each

laminae runs parallel to the plane of the x md. y axis, while the z axis runs

perpendicular to the plane of the laminae. Each layer can be divided into several sub-

layers in order to increase the number of interfaces or nodal points where the stress and

displacement eigenvectors can be calculated using the analytical approach. However, the

division of the layers into sub-layers does not increase the accuracy of the eigenvalues

and eigenvectors calculated using an anal¡ical approach because the frequency solutions

are already exact. The composite plate is has N number of sub-layers with ( i/ +1) sub-

layer interfaces. Each lamina is assumed to have a thickness h,, where I corresponds to

t0



the i th sub-layer. The total thickness of the plate is H . The interfaces at interface

number I and (N + l) are traction free.
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Figure 2.1: Coordinate system of a laminated composite plate

used for the analytical method

2.3 Governing equations

The concern here is a plate having a large and variable number of laminates. Each

laminate is assumed to have its own thickness, density, and set of nine orthotropic

material elastic constants. Lef t denote time and u (x,y,z,t),v (x,!,2,t) and w

(x,y,r,/) denote the particle displacements in the x , y and z directions, respectively.

Considerthe i th subJayerboundedby z=2, and z=zi+h,.Theequationsthatgovern

the behavior of the material are the three dimensional equilibrium equations without body

forces. They are given by

1l



(2.1)

where or represents the stress components, p represents the density of the layer, and

superscript z represents the matrix or vector transpose. Matrix fr, ]' is given by

4 o o o a d
akaa
o Io d o d

Øù&
ooaddoaØ&

[*]
lot I

t4t'i i=l=041")
r-"1 "'"1:l
lo* |

lo,)

Ir,f' = (2.2)

The stress strain relations

[;; ]

)i"1
7o,,1

l'*l
l")

for an orthotropic material are given by

Drt D, Drt

D, D, Drt

Dt, D, D,
D44

Dss

Duu

where €,j represents the strain components, and Dù represents the material elastic

constants. The material constants,D¡, are given in terms of the young's moduli and

Poisson ratios in Appendix A. In this appendix D* as well as its transformation in

orthogonal coordinates, are also presented.

The strain-displacement relations are given by

lintock [50] ascC

l

I

l

M

€n

€r,
euzz

1//zy

y-
txy

(2.3)
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li;J
Substituting of equations (2.2), (2.3), and

l")
f¿,il"1.--tl

twl
(2.4)

(2.4) into equation (2.1) yields a system of
differential equations. (See equation (B.l) given in Appendix B). The equations are given

by

â2 â2 /)2 d,D,, fir * D*fi; * D,, ä¡ - o î,t
1n,,*o*)jlaxoy

(o^*o,,)jl
o xo:

1o.*n*¡!^'oxdy

â2 â2 â2 d,D*j;;*D,,fi;+ n"a¡- ræ

lnrr* or,¡ jl
oya:

(oo+n,r)jl
oxoa

(nu*n,,¡jl
oya=

â2 â2 â2 ô,Drrfi;* D,, 
,J-+ 

Due¡- ræ
{t}{:}

2.4 Boundary conditions and displacement solutions

The boundary conditions governing the displacement functions of

simply supported rectangular plate may be specified as, [45]:

at x:0anda; au:O, w:0 and y:0,

aty:0andb; ao:0, w:0 and u:0.
Solutions for the displacements that satisfy the prescribed boundary

equation (2.6) for a simply supported plate take the following form

(2.s)

xandyfora

(2.6)

conditions in

(2.7)
lu(x,y,z,t)l . * | øtt)cos(îrx¡sin(ñy)e-'' I

f v(x, y, z,t) | = I Zl w Ø sin( Mx)cos(,ûy)e-'- |
lw@,y,z,t)) 

n=t n=t 

lrØsin(Mx) sin(ñfle-'^ 
)

where

irI:mAt ñ =Tt and m=1,2,3,...; n=1,2,3,...

l3

(2.8)



The þ(z), V (r), and X (z) are undetermined exponential functions of z which have to

be determined. Substituting of equation (2.7) into equation (2.5) and canceling the

trigonometric terms yields the following system of differential equations in z.

|,r'-D,M2-D6nñ2+DuIÌ -i,tñ(o,,+ouu) tttt(o,,+orr) lløell fOl

| -,C^tDu+D*) pr,-Duulîtr-D,,ñr+D*Lz ñL(D,,+Do) lløfrlf=lof
| -tiot(D,,+ Du) ñt(4,+ oo) pa, - DutÇr, - Dooñ, + 4,t llzCl\ loj

(2.e)

where Z = . Define, next, the constants
d
;
dz

d.r=paz-Drrfur-DuuÑ,

d,: D$

dr=-i[ñ(D,r+ Duu)

do: ír(D,, +4r)

dr=pa2-Duui['-DrrÑ,

du : Doo

dr: Ñ(Du+ D*)

dr=paÌ-DrriP-D*Ñ,

(2.10a)

(2.10b)

(2.10c)

(2.10d)

(2.10e)

(2.10Ð

(2.10g)

(2.10h)

(2.10i)

and

d" = D""t Jt

Substituting constants d, through d, into equation (2.9) yields the following equation

(2.11).

| ¿, + d.t' d"
l'zr

I o, d, + duL2

| -¿*t -d,L ,j.-,|:,r\iil {l}
(2.11)

For a non-trivial solution of this homogeneous set of differential equations, the

determinant of the matrix on the left hand side of equation (2.11) must equal zero. This

requirement yields the following, sixth order polynomial auxiliary equation.

t4



+ (d¿6ds + d6d 42 + dzd 5ds + d 2d 6ds + d2d72)(Ê)'

d ud, + drdr2 + dzd 5dB - drt dn - 2d3d 4d 7 + d ot d r)L,

+dr(d,dr-dr')=0. e12)
The six roots cr through cu of this polynomial can be solved numerically. The solutions

that give the displacements as functions of e are

drdudr(I:)'

+(d,d,dn + d,

where c,, denotes the n th rcot of the six roots of equation (2.12). Substituting equation

(2.13) into equation (2.11) gives the solutions for each set of eigenvector constants þ,,,

V ,,, and 7,,, where subscript n denotes the n th eigenvector for the corresp onding n th

root of c. The resulting eigenvector system is given as

føØ) , lø"1
lvØf=I\v,,1A,,r"'
lzt l) "='lr,,)

(2.13)

. (2.14)

in Appendix B), is

d3 docn

d, + ducnz drcn

-drcn d, + dncn

The r th eigenvector, (see equations (8.2a) through

given as

2.5 Propagator matrix derivations

Propagator matrices for an

orthotropic material with negligable

this section.

(2.1s)

orthotropic material, isotropic material, and an

material coefficients D¿¿ and D55 are presented in

-docn

flø,,) r'ol

.llr.l : Jo f
" )lr "J lo-¡

(8.2c) located

f ø,1 | nor,(d, + dur,,')- c,drd., I
j r, | 

: 1 d,c,,(d, + drc,,2)- c,d,do 
I

lz") l-(r, * drc,,')(d, + duc,2)* oi 
I

15



2.5.1 Propagator matrix for an orthotropic material

By evaluating the stresses and displacements at z:z¡ and z=zi +h,(for a

particular sub-layer) and by eliminating the vector of the six unknown constants l,
through Au,fhe following relation can be obtained:

{8,., } = [4 ]{4 } (2.16)

(2.18)

where

where

{a,}' : (u, vi a,,i a^i 6"y¡ .,) eJ7)
The vector quantity {8,}, yet unknown, represents the stresses and displacements at

z = z¡ while {8,.,} represents the stresses and displacements at z: z¡ +h,. Thematrix

[¿ ] ir the propagator marrix for the i th sub-layer.

By substituting equations (2.3), (2.4), and, (2.7) into vecror {¿,}, (according to

steps (8.3) through (8.7) in Appendix B), carrying out derivatives, ffid ignoring
transcendental functions of x and y, the following relation is obtained:

{4}: lcl{f (,)}

[c]=

100000
010000

-D,rfu-Drrñ o o o D'
ooDrrfuDssoo
ooDooÑoDooo
001000

(2.re)

and
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{fØ}=

lnl=

Ø(')

wQ)

xQ)
aþþ)
a

âvk)
a

âzG)
a

ø,,

U/fn

Iu
crþ,

C,V,

vnr{n

(2.20)

(2.2r)

I

ln,r'.' 
= lnllr çz¡l{,a}

l

where

Q,

Vt

It
crÓ,

ctV 
t

ctI t

þ,

Vz

Iz
crØ,

czV z

czI z

e""

Ø' Øo

Vt Vt
Iz It

crþ, coþ o

czVs caV 
c

csI z c¿I q

e"t

e"'

þ' úu

t//s Vø

Zs lø
crÓ, cuûu

csV s csV o

csT s ceT e

lz(')l= (2.22)

and

{l}' = (1, A2 A3 A4 As Arl . e.23)
Substituting equation (2.20) into (2.18) yields the following expression for the stress and

displacement vector, {4 } , at any particular interface.

{a,}1,=,, = lcllullz ç4J1,=,, {¿} . (2.24)

The arbitrary constants in vector {,A} are the only unknowns in the above equation. Thus

an expression for stresses and displacements for the i th interface is obtained. Since it is
desirable to relate the stresses and displacements at the i th interface to stresses and

displacements at the (i +1) th interface with a propagator matrix for the i th sub-layer. a

local coordinate z = z, for {¿} *¿ z = z¡ + h, for {8,.,} is assumed.

Solving the matrix equation (2.24) for {,a} yields the equation

e"t

e"tt

e-

t7



{¿} =lnk)l-' 
l.=, ll"l[ur]l-'{¿ } e.2s)

Substituting z=2,*h, into matrix ltfr>land equation (2.25) into the stress and

displacement vector {8,., } yields

{8,.,} = 14l{¡,}
where the i th propagator matrix is given by

(2.26)

The global propagator mat¡ix

(2.26).This results in

where

The repeated application

displacements and stresses

f¿l= lcllnllrçz)Jl,=,,*,, lrþ)l-¡"="ll"llrl]-' = lclfulln6ll,=,l[c][H]l-' .{z.zt)

[f"] ls obtained by repeated applicarion of equation

{8"., } = lr" ]{¡, }

f""]= fp"lfr"_,1 lp,l lp,ltp,l
of equation (2.29) ensures that the

are maintained at the sub-laye¡ interfaces.

2.5.2Propagator matrix for an isotropic material

The full derivation for the propagator matrix for an isotropic material is given in
Appendix c. Isotropic material constants are given in Appendix A as

Dr, = D=, - Dsz -'10 - 2(t -2v)

Dr, = Dr, = Dr. = ..,'O' .

(r-2v)
Doq=Dss=Dto=,u

where v is Poisson's ratio, and p is the shear modulus. The propagator

isotropic material for the i th sub-layer, denoted uv l1t ], is given as

ln' I = lc' llu' lln' G)ll,= o[[o' ]lr' l] 

-'

(2.28)

(2.2e)

continuity of the

(2.30a)

(2.30b)

(2.30c)

matrix for an

l8

(2.3r)



where matrices lO'] , [ø'] ana lr'e>l are defìned as

l"'l=

.l

I

0
)v

--'M(r-2v)
0

0

0

lr'l=

rM
,Ñ
o2ò
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,'Ñ
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I
2v;
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(2.32)

(2.33)
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and

where

e'
e'

e' (2.34)
c

s: V8- -;r Q-Zv) / (2-Zv)

), = ct¡

ett

t-:r
s: ,l\M' * N')

(2.3s)

(2.36)

(2.37)

(2.38)
p
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2.5.3 Propagator matrix for an orthotropic material neglecting Daa and D55

The full derivation of the propagator matrix for an orthotropic material neglecting

Daa and D55 is given in Appendix D. The governing set of differential equations is given

in equation (2.9). TakingDqq and D55 as zero, the following constants in equations (2.10)

are redefìned as

d,=pat2-D,,i[,-Duuñ,

dr=-itñ(D,r+D*)

do: i[D,,

dr=pdt2_Duufur_DrrÑ,

dr : ÑDn

dr: Paf
and

dr:Drt'
The resulting three by three goveming system of differential equations can

a two by two system as follows

I a. + R,d,
t-
l-(a, + R.d,)L ds

where

Rì

The displacement function ry(z) can

on displacement function þ(z) as

(dø7 - 4d4)

d,L flør,>l l'ol
+ a,t )\xç,>l: \ol

(2.39a)

(2.3eb)

(2.39c)

(2.3ed)

(2.39e)

(2.3eÐ

(2.3e9)

be reduced to

(2.40)

(2.4r)
(d4ds-4d7)

be eliminated from the system since it is dependent

vQ): R.,þ(") . e.42)
Taking the determinant of the matrix in the equation (2.40) yields the following

characteri stic equation

(ard, + Risds + drdo + Rdrz)t +(drd, + Risd,) = 0

which has two roots *s where s is siven as

20
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J4l-@n¡øJ
l(o rr, + R,drd, + drd o + Rd,2)

The following displacement solutions are proposed through the thick¡ess.

lþ(')) ló,) ^ .- | ó,) ^
\'r¿J: \'l ,J''n" 

* 
\,',J'* 

"

Stress o,,(z) is also dependent on þ(z) and it can be written as

o,,(z) = Rrþ(r)

Rr : -(D,rîr + nrrñn, )- 4, 
(d' *-Rd,) 

.

' cl..t
(2.47)

Q.a&a)

(2.44)

(2.4s)

(2.46)

(2.4e)

Therefore the stress o,,(z) and displacements þ(z)and /z) are dependent on one

another and any one of these functions can be expressed in terms of another function

multiplied by a constant. Since stress free boundary conditions are required, the stress

o,,(z) is considered the main function. Then the displacements þ(z)and, xe)can be

expressed as

where

By evaluating the stress, o,,(z), and displacement, Ze), at z = z¡

z = z ¡ + h, for a particular sub-layer and by eliminating the vector of the

undetermined constants C, and Cr,the following relation can be obtained:

{b,., } =lp,l{u,}

{u,}' = (w, o,,¡)

21

o..(z\
@1 Zl:

R2

and

vt(z): *o,,rrr. ( 2.4sb)

Continuity in the stress o,,(z) automatically ensures continuity in the displacements

þ(z) and rQ) .

and

two

where

(2.s0)



After some manipulation, the two by two propagator matrix can be expressed as

| !O.',, * ,-sh ) _ (a, + n,¿r) 
(e,t,, _r-* )l r

[¿]=l z\ t 2R'sd, 'l:l:" o"f.{r.rr)
| - , !'lor: , ,(r", - r-*,) !k- * u-st,i) | ln,, Pzz)

Lz(¿r*R,d,)t- 
- r 2\" , 

)

Matrix l¿] and equations (2.48a) and (2.48b) can be used to construct components for a

4by 4 propagator matrix in which the displacements u, and yi aÍe included to maintain

continuity of all the displacements. The stress and displacement vector is now proposed

AS

{t'i¡' = (u, vi wi o,,,)

where the 4 by 4 propagator matrix becomes

oPuo
R2

(2.52)

0

n
1.12

n
1.22

."]
repeated application of equation

t-.t_I lJ I l-L'J

n
r.22

0

0

0

A,
Pzz o, o"

oAt
0 pzt

is obtained byThe global propagator matrix lp

(2.49). This results in

(2.s3)

(2.s4)

(2.ss)

where

The repeated application of the above equation ensures that continuity of displacements

and stresses are maintained at the interfaces between the sub-lavers.

2.6 Frequency equations and calculation of stresses

The frequency equations and calculation of stresses and displacements using the

propagator matrix method is presented here for an orthotropic, an isotropic, and an

orthotropic material neglecting material constants Daa and D55.

{ó-".,} = lo-"]{a-,}

io."]: ln.,fln.,,].. io.,] ..1 pr,]lr.,f .



2.6.1 Orthotropic and isotropic materials

Denoting the elements of the 6by 6 global propagator marrix, l"o], by p,f and

invoking zero traction conditions at interfaces I and (N+l), the following relationship

can be obtained from equation (2.28).

I pi PS p.?,llu,) folt -' --il t t t

I 
p^", pß p.î 

l{ ", | = io | . es6)
L¿l P,T P,Í lL,, J loi

The exact dispersion equation (frequency equation) for the plate is obtained by setting the

determinant of the coefficient matrix to zero. Thus

|'p,", PS Pil
.f @t,frÍ,ñi =l¿î pß r^21=o . (2.s7)

l¿l ni P,?l

The last equation can be solved for at given M and Ñ .

Once the roots of the dispersion equation are determined that satisfy equation

(2.57), the corresponding stress and displacement eigenvectors can be obtained by letting

u, equal unity in equation (2.56) and solving for v, and w, as outlined in equations (B.S)

and (8.9) of Appendix B. The eigenvector of the stresses and displacements at the first

interface ís

{u,}' = /, P-:!.4:- l:i\i o o
\ P; Ps"6 - PåP5i

The eigenvector of the stresses and displacements

calculated by using

^ 
pro, pS - ¡rî¿î \- ------;-----=--- ' .

Poi Pri - Po"u Pri I

{s,} = llP,_,)lP,_,1 lp,ltP,l]{4 }

(2.58)

at the i th interface can then be

(2.se)
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2.6.2 Orthotropic material neglecting Daa and D55

Denoting the elements of the 4 by 4 grobal propagator matrix,

invoking zero traction conditions in terms of o-, at interfaces

following relationship can be obtained from equation (2.54).

P.cn{tu,}=O '

The exact frequency equation for the prate is obtained by

matrix componeirt p'G o, to ze¡o. Hence

-f (r, il,ñ) = p-co, = 0 .

The above equation can be solved for a¡ given A4 and ñ .

{ø',} : lfn., -,lln., -,l...lo.,llo', ]]{a., }

I orol . by p' ,c, andL' J'

1 and (l/+1), the

(2.60)

setting the global propagator

(2.6r)

(2.63)

Once the roots of the dispersion equation are determined that satisfy equation
(2'61), the corresponding stress and displacement eigenvectors can be obtained by letting
wt equal unity in equation (2.60) and letting the stress a,,t equal zero. Since the

displacements z and v are dependent on the stress ø-", displacements u and y must

also be zero. The eigenvector of stresses and displacements at the first interface becomes

{a.,}'=qo o I o) . e.62)
The eigenvector of the stresses and displacements at the i th interface can then be
calculated by using
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Chapter 3

Numerical Methods

3.1 Introduction

Three approximate numerical models of vibration for a simply supported,

laminated composite, cross-ply plate are developed in this chapter. The first two models

are derived using an Equivalent Single Layer Theory (ESL), namely classical plate

bending theory (CLPT) and a first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). Additionally,

a third model is presented using a Raleigh-Ritz type approximation with quadratic frnite

elements through the thickness.

3.2 Equivalent single layer theory (ESL)

Classical plate bending theory and first order shear deformation theory are

presented in this section, both of which are equivalent single layer theories.

3.2.1 Overryiew of equivalent single layer theory

An equivalent single layer theory can be used to analyze laminated composite

plates where each laminate has distinct material properties and thicknesses. The

laminates are assumed to be orthotropic and perfectly bonded. For the laminates to be

perfectly bonded, no slipping at the laminae interfaces must occur, [3]. The material

properties of each of the individual laminates are used to calculate the material properties

of the entire laminated plate through the thickness, as if the plate were homogeneous. The

proposed displacement solutions are continuous throughout the thickness of the plate,

which ensures that displacement continuity is maintained. However, stress continuity is

not maintained. The ESL theories are derived from 3-D elasticity theory by making

suitable assumptions regarding the kinematics of deformation through the thickness of
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the plate, [37]. Since the plate is assumed to be thin, a state of plane stress is assumed fo¡
each case, [37].

3.2.2 D escription of problem

Consider the simply supported laminated composite plate shown in Figure 3.1.

The plate has length a in the x direction and length å in the y direction. The plate is

simply supported at the four edges, (x: 0, a) and (y : 0, å ). The plate is assumed to be

composed of perfectly bonded orthotropic laminae, each one having distinct mechanical

properties and thicknesses. For simplicity, it will be assumed that the plane of each

laminae runs parallel to the plane of the x and y axis, while the z axis runs

perpendicular to the plane of the laminae. The displacements in the x , y, and z

directions are denoted by ù ,7, and Ø respectively. The composite plate is composed of
1y' number of sub-layers with (¡/+1) sub-layer interfaces. Each lamina is assumed to

have thickness å,, where i corresponds to the i th sub-layer. The total thickness through

the plate is l/. The interfaces at interface number I and (N + 1) are traction free.

=-_u

-r
,7 r,-'
I

l,.l
I
i

I
z

Figure 3. I : coordinate system of a laminated composite plate used for the

numerical methods
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3.2.3 Displacement solutions

ESL theories are developed by assuming displacement solutions that are a power

series expansion in z and continuous displacement solutions in x and y. Only a global

system of coordinates is used. The displacement solutions take the following form.

Ù(x,y,z,t)=irofJo(x,y,t):(Jo(x,y,t)+z(Jr(x,y,t)+z'[J.r(x.y,t)+... (3.1)
k=0

where Ù(x,y,z,t) is a displacement vector and (Jo(x,y,t) is the k thpartial derivative

(Jo(x,y,t) - d (ÙG'Y'z't))l 
"+ar l"=n kl

(3.2)

of U(x,y,z,t) with respect to z evaluated at z=0, which contains continuous

functions in x and y that are chosen with respect to the boundary conditions for the

displacements, in addition to an undetermined coeffìcient. Thus Uo(x,y,t) is the

displacement at the z origin or midplane of the plate, Ur(x,y,t) is the slope of the

displacement at the midplane and (Jr(x,y,t) is the curvature of the displacement at

midplane. It is difficult to assign meaning to higher order coefficients. The number of
terms used determines the degree of the various possible modes of vibration through the

thickness. In terms of symmetric and antisymmetric modes with respect to the

displacement in the x direction denoted by u, each k thterm contributes to the

following possible displacements, either symmetric or antisymmetric about the midplane

of the plate, as shown in Figures 3.2a and 3.2b.
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,'u, 4z u.t k = 0,2,4,...

Figure 3.2a: Symmetric or extensional modes of vibration

?
zu3 tt u, k = 7,3,5,...

Figure 3.2b: Antisymmetric or flexural modes of vibration

The two ESL theories presented here are first order theories. The series solutions

for the displacement are truncated after the first order term, except for displacement in

the z direction which is tnrncated after the initial term. The displa'cement solutions are

proposed in the following form.

uo

ZUt
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Í (x, y, z,t) : uo(x, y,t) + zur(x, y, t)

I (x, y, z,t) = v o(x, y,t) + zv r(x, y,l)

fr(x,y,z,t): wo(x,y,Í)

(3.3 a)

(3.3b)

(3.3c)

These equations of displacements are able to account for the first mode of each

symmetric and antisymmetric mode of displacement for Í and 7, accounting for both

extensional and flexural displacement. The solution for Ø accounts for only the first

antisymmetric mode of displacement, which enables the plate to move up or down

uniformly through the thickness of the plate, with no variation of the íÞ displacement

through the thickness. Since plane stress is assumed, and fr is not a function of z. thus

no strain occurs in the z direction.

Continuity of displacements is maintained because displacement functions are

continuous throughout the thickness of the plate. However, stress continuity is

maintained only if the plate is homogeneous. Otherwise, solutions for the stresses will
have discontinuities at layer interfaces separating layers with different material

properties.

3.3 Classical laminated plate theory (CLPT)

The following section developes the classical laminated plate theory for a simply

supported laminated composite plate with orthotropic laminates.

3.3.1 Kinematic assumptions

A number of kinematic assumptions are made in the formulation of this theory.

The strains and displacements are assumed to be small [37], and the material is assumed

to be linear elastic. Plane stress is assumed and the transverse shear stresses are assumed

to be zero at the top and bottom surfaces of the plate. The displacement solutions are

formulated using the Kirchhoff hypothesis. The Kirchhoff hypothesis assumes that, if the

plate is very thin, a line originally straight and perpendicular to the middle surface of the

laminate is assumed to remain straight and perpendicular to the middle surface when the

Iaminate is extended or bent, [3]. The requirement that the normal to the middle surface
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remains straight and normal under deformation is equivalent to ignoring the transverse

shear strains in planes perpendicular to the middle surface, [3]. Therefore, the transverse

shear stresses or- and o, are zero.In addition, the length of the transverse normal is

assumed to maintain a constant length through the thickness of the plate. This assumption

assures that the transverse normal strain €- iszero, [3].4 diagram of a small element of

the plate, before and after deformation, is shown in Figure 3.3.

i ,--1.,

-, -

I-T]IDEF,:'F;I,IED DEFi;F.},IEI,
iFi,.-l.SS SE'JlTiC¡iT C'RC,SS SE,:'T'1,:.1 I

Figure 3.3: Geometry of deformation of plate element in xz plane for CLPT

From the above figure, the displacement ù can be seen to take the form

i (x, y,z,t) = uo(x, y,t) + zur(x, y,t)

I

"tan g:lli
-" i !! t ,-. iî'

^ -" l:
a,"z

where øo is the distance from point B at the undeformed midplane of the plate to point

B atthe deformed midplane of the plate. From the above figure, it can also be seen that

du dw âwn
- ar=-ilt= a*= d.

Substituting equation (3.5) into equation (3.4) results in

ù =?.to*r+-uo ,+ .

4,6

Similarly, in the yz plane, the displacement solution is

(3.4)

(3.5)
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-
I =vo- tryq

Displacement in the z direction is independent of z, so that

the displacement strain-displacement

(3.6b)

(3.6c)

(3.e)

relationsSubstituting

yields

W=wo

3.3.2 Strain-displacement relations
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e the fr displacement is independe

tion, substituting equation (3.5) in

7,,

Similarly,

æov owy._=-+l=0.t¡z -øq
solutions into remaining

{"}={"0} +zþc} . (3.10)
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{r} =
-ìo- |-l
^lt;,, I'l
VI'lyl

a)o

&
A)o

Ø
'- +!

€x

t)'
a/

a)o

4,

(3.l 1)

(3.r2)

and

lwo
- ------;-ù-

(3.13)

..', u "0
aA)

The stress-strain relations for an orthotropic material in a state of plane stress are given

by,l37l

Io.l fe,, e,. lfrl| -l l-" ll -l
J 

o,, 
f 
:1Q,, Q,, lj "" | . (3.14)

l'*) | s,,)lr,)
The material constants, Qù, are defined interms of D* Young's moduli and Poisson's

ratios in Appendix A. The above constitutive law for the i th lamina can be written in the

form

{o,}=lA,l{"}:[g]{",} +zlg,l{rc} (3.15)

where {ø,} stands for the stresses in the i-th lamina and fg] stanas for the material

properties of the i th larnina. The strain componentr {ro} and {r} are valid for the

entire plate.

{"0} =

{o}:1#

3¿



3.3.3 Governing equations

The governing equations are derived using the principle of vitual displacements.

The dynamic version of the principle of virtual displacements is given as, [37]

o : I,(* - õr + 6wvr (3.1 6)

where 6W is the virtual work done by the applied forces. The term, 6W , is left out of the

equation to solve for the solution to the free vibration problem. The term, M , is the total

virtual strain energy and 6T is the total kinetic energy; both of which are integrated

through the thickness of the laminated plate. Now âZ is given by

" 
N :i1t

* = JII J{',}{ õeþzdAdt (3.t7)
t Ai=l :,

where the stress vector, {o,}, is given in equation (3.15) and the vitual strain vector,

{aa}, is

{ar}={áu,} +z{arc} (3.18)

The {áao} anA {ar} are given below

âfu0

&
â&o

a
dõuo , e6vo

Ø&
lÒwo

- ^1d-
^)õüÒwo_ 
^,q-

. öÒwo

eA)

Substituting equation (3.18) into equation (3.r7) yields

{âao} =

{a'}:

(3.1e)

(3.20)

6, = I J¡ l'1{', }' {6r,} + z{o ,}' {arc}þ,a,aat
t Ai=l z¡

aa
JJ

(3.21)



Y zi+^t N z¡¡

{u} :f J'¡o,p' =L Jþlg,l{',}* tlg,l{rc}þz= [¡]{,0} +[c]{r} e.23)'-l 
zi i=l zl

Defining the terms, {lf}, for the forces from

for the moments that are produced by stresses

(3.15) for the defìnition of the stresses vields

where

{¡r}'= (lr,

{u}' = (M,

and

Substituti

Expandi

Collectin

stresses through the thickness, and, {U},
through the thick¡ess, and using equation

(3.22)

À ;;1t N z¡¡

{ ¡r} = | J {',V' = Z I [g ]{e,} + zlg,l{"}Þ' = l¿l{r,}+ frl{r}'-l zi i=l z,

Ny

M,,

(3.24a)

(3.24b)

(3.2sa)

(3.2sb)

(3.25c)

yields

(3.26)

(3.27)

N'r)

M'r)

uation (3.21),

dr.

lol=Ð,(',*, -')lg,l

[¡]= I fþ,,, -,,,)le,lL J 
2',-,

1/v
lcl = i 2(',.i -',')le,) .3i,

{1/} and {U} into the virtual strain energy eq

av = J ! $lvj' {a',} + {u}' {drc}þ,aa,
,A

equation into its individual terms

,,1*'+.*'+**-T**'*
'tl_r.#_r,#_2M,#
rs yields

g vectors

the above

M:

ng

rg theát
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* = I tr(lN.+- 
* *.,+] .[* +. - "*]
-lr,#*r,ff+2M.,#])*. (328)

Integrating by parts can be applied in order to factor out the ä terms from the intesrals in

equation (3.28).

ã â(ab\ _ tuo;= -b- (3.29a)ok&&
dø d@t\ ^tuã _dao a, = e--t a A-u ,¿ (3.29b)

'+:ã=@!)-++-++-u* (32ec)eØ eØ 4)e eØ eA)'
Applying integration by parts and collecting the coefficients of each of the virtual

displacements together yields

/r ^,-. ^
M = | ill ur* ,,*,, * 

â(* 
"ãu)f *l 

ur* ,.*,> + N - 
d(N ,,6,)lj"[L & Ø _] L Ø & J

-l 
e r u'-a*¡ 

- 24'-@! + 
ã (M''!w,) 

- râM' dõ*o

L&'&&A,'ØA

The term, áI, in equa

(3.30)

* : IIä'i' ,,(;t ån*# h*hthþ,aa

âfu. n dM,, d6ro

a Ø&
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where the superscript " symbol stands W 4. Substituting the displacement and virtualot
displacement expressions in equations (3.12), (3.13) and (3.19) as well as equation (3.20)

into equation (3.31) yields

n , x --,¡' (f " o o o o o I6r : JJ I J 
p,ll", 6uo+io a,+ io d*o 

It¿i=ti, \L I

| ' u*^ " dõî^ dri^ ^" a-,i^ :1
-zl Uo--;- + Yo -;j * 

- 
ÒUol -;: æo 

Il(xqã(a'lL*"
f ^" nno no nn'll

+r,lolo o?'o +olo dlo 
llarata, .

L^ d q q 
))

Defìning terms pertinent to the inertial constants for the total weight, the

the weight, and the second moment of the weight as Io, /,, and

produces

(3.32)

first moment of

I2 respectively,

(3.33a)

(3.33b)

(3.33c)

,o =L''j' o,ar:f n,(',*t - z¡)
i=l

Substituting the constants defined in equations (3.33a) through (3.33c) into equation

(3 .32) and integrating by parts according to equations (3 .29a) through (3 .29c) (in order to

factor out the á terms) yields

* = I ],l,,ll ^+t 
+ 

d(; * ò + 
aó,*,) 

I - f; au,* ii õ,0+ üo* ìl,,t L[ 
ã ã a )lu-u 

u-u "\)"',1

.¿ú ;;tl r y'y'

1, = I J r,'a, : *Zr,þi*: -zi2)
i=l z; L i=l

Nz¡rtN

L =1, I P,"d' = 12P,(r,*,' - r,') .' -J" 1..I=l zi - I=l

l( ^ o o o

, ll â'(uo õwr) â6w, yi *i.. â rn . â'(un 6wn)
-1r | | --; ---;-ur-Ò*-o-== +---#+...

I I dxdt dx - " ôx âyât

and
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- ã(: s r-r\
-*,æl#.#)))dAdr ß34)

The equations of motion are obtained by setting each coefficient of õuo, &0, and åao to

zero in equations (3.30) and (3.34), where the remaining terms in both equations are

boundary and initial conditions. The following equations of motion are obtained from
each coefhcient.

tuo: +.4:,:,,+-t,+(+l ,335a)& Ø u ã¿ 'ã'\&)

&o: +.+:r,**-,,#(+) ,33sb)

tuo: #.#*r4!-=
,,+.,,+(+.4!l -,.L.(¿+.4\ (335c)ã2 ''''ârle- A,) ,ræ\¿r-æ)
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:r Expanding the expressions for N,, N"r, Ny, M,, M,r, and M, given in equations

(3.22) and (3.23) and taking derivatives of these expressions yields the three differential

equations of motion in terms of us, vo, and wo

^,,(#). ^"(#l * u, ( #\',,(- #)
.^"(#. #)* a*(-z#)=,,# -,, #(*) r,,uur

^ "(h . #) * a *(-z #y ^ "(h). u'(#)

.u,,(_#)*u,,( #):,,þ_,,#(+J,3 36b)

''(*). u"(hl * r, ( #).,"(- #)
*ru,,(h.h)*"(-#)

.' "(#).' "(#)., "(- #)* "(- +")
:',#*"#(*.+)+#(#.#) (336c)

3.3.4 Boundary conditions and displacement solutions

The boundary conditions goveming the displacement functions of x and y for a

simply supported rectangular plate may be specif,red as, [45]:

at x :0 and ø; a,:0 , fr :0 and ñ :0,

aty:0andb; õr:0, ñ:0 and ù:0. (3.37)

Solutions for the displacement expression components Lto, uo, wo which satisfy .the

above boundary conditions have the form

uo =Û cos(Mx)sin(Ñy)e-'^ (3.3sa)
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v o = î sin( Mx) cos( ñy)e-'-

w o : fr sin( tøx¡ sinç ñy¡ e-' ^

where i[ and.û ut" defined as follows

i[:*o ; ñ =T; and. m=1,2,3,...; n=\,2,3,...a' b'
The U , V , and W arc amplitude coefficients and are the eigenvectors which have to be

solved. Substituting the displacement solutions in equations (3.38a) through (3.38c) into

the differential equations (3.36a) through (3.36c) yields the following three equarions.

- cos( Mx)sin1 /vy)|,e,,(tÇt' t) +,<,,(uñv) * 4, (-,Çu' *) + a,,(- uñ, w)

+euu(ñ'u + MNV)+ auu(-ziñ,rr)= r,(o,u)- t,(r, irrî)l (3.40a)

-sin(úx) cosiny;i,eu ,(,ffiû + u'î)+ nuu(-zu, ñr)+ 4,(uñu)+ ,n,,(ñ,v)

+ 8,,(- M' ñr7) + a,,(- ñ.,î) : r o(a|î) - r,(o, ñî/)l

(3.38b)

(3.38c)

(3 3e)

- sin(Mx)sin(Ny)18,, (-,Çt'û)+ ao(- u, ñî)+ c,,(M'w)+ c,,(u, ñ,w)

+2 auu(- Mñ'û - ir' ñî) + +c,,(u, ñ,r) + a,(- uñ,t) * 8,,(- ñ,f) e.a}c)

+c,,(u'ñ'û)* c,,(ñ^w) = 4(at rû) + r,aÌ (-r, - ñr) + r,af (r,,1, * ñ,û)1.

Cancelling trigonometric terms and writing the above equations in matrix form produces

the generalized eigenvalue problem that yields the solutions for the natural frequencies,

CÙ,

Ir]
Vector, {d}, andmatrices, [f] ana I

(3.40b)

(3.4r)

(3.42)

{o}: a}lu\{a}

M), are given as

ful
{ã}=1rl

l'fr)
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-*.,,fu' - íñ'ç8," +28*) l
-Brrñt - i,t,ñ1n,r+28*) 

|

c,,ùo + il' ñ' (zc,r + 4c*) + cuñ' l
(3.43)

| Á,,fu2 + Auuñ,|"
frl=l ffit(A,"+tuu)L r I r ,,

L- 
8,, ir' - ffit' (n,, + 2 B*)

and

ffi(l,r+,euu)
AuulÇl' + ñ'A,

- Brr.ñt - lt't' ñ 1n,, + 2 B uu)

0-\Ml
ro -i,ñ |

-1,ñ to+ tr(u'?. rû')l

The three by three eigenvalue system yields three different natural frequencies, a.
Denoting úr,,asthe nthrootofthethreeroots of at,thereisauniqueeigenvectorforthe

amplitude coefficients Û,,, î,,, and l1/,, and displacements ã,,, {,, and Ø,, for each

n thfrequency cù,. The solutions for the functions uo) vo and w,, which are contained

in equations (3.6a) through (3.6c) for each natural frequency ú),, 2 are

/^ \
uo, =1U,,)cos(Mx)sin(l/y)e-'', (3.45a)

vo, = lV,)sin(Mx)cos(Ny)e-¡',' (3.45b)

wo, =1W,,)sin(Mx)sin(Ny)¿-i't (3.45c)

Substituting the above relations into equations (3.6a) through (3.6c) yields the

displacement solutions for each natural frequency, cù,, ) as

n, = (Û,, - tffi,,) "os( 
Mx) sin(ñy) e- 

¡' "' Q.a6a)

(3.46b)

Q.a6c)

1,, = (û,, - tÑlî,,\ sin( Mx) cos( ñfi e- 
¡,,,

ø, = (û,) sin( Mx) sin( ñy) e- 
i'.'

3.3.5 Calculation of stresses

Substituting the strain-displacement equations (3.7) into the stress-strain

equation (3.14) yields the following equations for the stresses

(3.44)

relations of

õ,,, : 0,,, * * etz¡ + r(n,, # -r etz, #)
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a,, = 8,r, * + Ø2, + r(n,r, # + Qrr, #)
õ,y. = n",(* . *)- 2zeuu, #

The subscript n denotes the stress for the n theigenvector and subscript i denotes the

i th layer or lamina. The stresses are not continuous due to the difference in the material

properties,' Q¡, at the layer or lamina interfaces. Substituting equation (3.45) into the

above stress equations yields the following expressions for the stresse s at the n th
frequency, {,),,,inthe i th layer or lamina.

I
a,,=-lerr,uC,,,+e,r,ñî,-t(e,,,fu'*err,ñ')fr,,jsin(Mx)sin(ñy)e-',.,(3.4ga)

a,,, : -{Q,r,ucr,, + er,ñû, - ,(e,r,u' + grr,ñ')w,,}sintur) sin(/vy)e- ,,,, ç3.4gb¡

a,n: euu,{ñU,, + i[î,, -2rM lw,,]cos(ux)cos(ñy)e-i,t (3.agc)

(3.47b)

Q.a7c)
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3.4 First order shear deformation theory (FSDT)

The following section develops the first order shear deformation theory for a

simply supported, laminated composite plate with orthotropic laminates.

3.4.1 Kinematic assumptions

The only difference between the first order shear deformation theory and the

classical laminated plate theory is that the former does not use the Kirchhoff hypothesis.

Normals to the midsurface after deformation do not remain perpendicular to the

midsurface of the plate. Therefore, the transverse shear strains, y ,- and T n, aÍe not zero

but constant throughout the cross-section. However, the length of the transverse normal is

still assumed to be constant through the thickness of the plate so that the transverse

normal strain, €-, is zero, f3l. Other assumptions (strains and displacements are

assumed to be small, f371, and the material is assumed to be linear elastic) still hold.

Plane stress is assumed and the transverse shear stresses are assumed to be zero at the top

and bottom surfaces of the plate. A diagram of a small element of the plate, before and

after deformation, is shown in Figure 3.4.

. iôfr\\, ;-
. \ {rJ.

'^l trr,nar-,t',2_/V- 'L(1f <uf r !
. rrz I ..1 {I'' '" ìtr

pet-p
tc face-2" ðñ

clz

UJIDEFÛF.},{ED DEFOF.TIED
CFîSS Sli,l'TTC,ll CROSS SEa'TrOlt

Figure 3.4: Geometry of deformation of plate element in xz plane for FSDT
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From Figure3.4, the displacement ù can be seen the form

T(x,y,z,t) = uo(x,y,t) + zu,,(x,y,t) (3.4e)

where ero is the distance from point B at the undeformed midplane of the plate to point

B' af the deformed midplane of the plate. The displacement solution in the xz plane is

ît : ?.ro *, + = uo t zt/./, .

oz

Similarly, in the yz plane,the displacement solution is

ù=Vo lzVy.

Displacement in the z direction is independent of z. Thus

(3.s0a)

(3.50b)

fr:ao. (3.50c)

Slopes ty, and .//\, are defined as

(3.s 1a)

and

Vv=vt=
Av
;
oz

(3.s 1b)

3.4.2 Strain-displacement relations

The strain-displacement relations for 3-D elasticity are provided by equation

(3'7). Since displacement fr is independent of z , the strain in the z direction, €,, is

zero' However, the strains y,. and T o are not zero because, from the above diagram, the

derivatives 
ñ an, ÑA , 

^ 
are not equal in magnitude. Substituting the displacement

solutions (3.50a) through (3.50c) into the strain-displacement relations yields

{r}: {e,}+zþ<} (3.s2)

where

ôu
U/-=U,=-

Õz

.-\ouo , ovo \â-r^1oy oxl

l¡
I oU"

\d*'

{el'=(e,

âvn

-. 
u/-.ây'

€y Tr=

, âro
T-.

ây'
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{o\':(+, +,0, o, +.+\. (3.55)
\ox oy dy ox I

Stress-strain relations for an orthotropic material in a state of plane stress are

defined more conveniently in Appendix A. They are given as , [371

ox

a,
o,,.

ar.

o -.,

Q" Q,,

8,, Q,

€x

8,,

=l Q* t )zl' (3.s6)
1/
tx7

1/txy

The above constitutive law for the i th lamina can be written in the form

{o, } : l2,l{'} : l8,l{",} + zlg,l{rc} (3.s7)

where {o,} stands for the stresses in the i th larrina and lQ,l stands for the material

properties of the i th larnina. The strain componentr, {eo} and {rc}, are valid for the

entire laminated plate.

3.4.3 Governing equations

The governing equations are derived using the principle of virtual displacements.

The dynamic version of the principle of virtual displacements is given as, [37]

o = J,@v - ãT + 6wYr (3.ss)

where M is givenby

N z¡*t

* = JII J{,,}{ 6eþzdAdt. (3.5e)
t Ai=l z¡

The stress vector {o,}is given in equation (3.57) and the virtual strain vecror {Ae} is

given as

{d"}: {ár,} + z{drc} (3.60)

where {á"0} and {ár} are given as the following:

Q"

Quu
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{¿"0}'=\*, T, ur,*T, 6v,*q!n, æ.*) (3.6r)

{ao} = (Øþ, qþ, o, o, \Y-.qþ-\\ox oy dy dx I
substituting the delta strain equation (3.60) into equation (3.59) yields

av = JJË 
j(t',Ì'{a',} +,{o,}'{arc}þ,a.aat .

, Á r=t -

(3.62)

(3.63)

Defining terms {1/} for the forces arising from the stresses through the thickness, and

{M} for the moments arising from stresses through the thickness, and using equation

(3 .57) for the definition of the stresses yields

where

and

tr'r)

M-r)

(3.65a)

(3.6sb)

(3.66a)

(3.66b)

(3.66c)

Ny N, N",

Mv M, M,"

N zi4 N z¡*t

{¡¿} = | J {',Þ,: I J(tøl{',}* zlg,l{rc}þz =ltl{,,}+lrl{,r} e.6aa)
i=t 1

N z¡*t N z¡*l

{u} =2 J,{o,þ, =l I þlg,l{r,} * *lg,l{rc}þz= l;l{",} +fcl{r} e.64b)
i=t ..

{¡¿}': (ru,

{u}' : (M.

l¿):Z(',u - r,)lQ,l
i=l

rå,
[B]= ;I (r,*,' - ri)lO,l

L ;-t

trl= +Ë( ,,.,' -,;)le,f .
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3.4.4 Shear correction coefficient

The transverse shear strains, y ,- and T ,", are constant so that, from the stress-

strain relations in equation (3.56), the transverse stresses, o,- and ør", will be constant.

However, from the elementary theory of homogeneous beams, the transverse shear stress

varies quadratically through the thickness. The discrepancy between the actual shear
stress'predicted by 3-D elasticity and the constant shear stress predicted by the first o¡der
shear deformation theory is commonly corrected by using a shear correction coefficient,
K, . The shear correction coefficient is multiplied to shear force resultants l/* and ly',,,

[37]. Defining a new force vector {N-}, we have

{t-}' = (lr, N y ø, ø,, ¡/,,)

where the shear force components Q,- and Ar- ur" defined as

lø,,) .. lN,"l ,. ë",i,fo,,1 -

\ø:"J= ^t',J 
= K"L 

)þ',1*
The shear correction factor is given by Reddy [37] as

x, =1. (3.69)"6

Substituting the vectors {,n'1.} ana {u} into the virtual strain energy equation

(3.63), gives

* = IJft*.Ì'{a'o} +{u}'{arc}þ,aat

(3.67)

(3.68)

(3.70)

Expanding equation (3.70) into its individual terms, applying integration by parts, and
collecting vinual terms yields the following equation (3.71)

lr.
6v : I ill ut*:*¡ *â(N,õu)1- *^l q- *^,1'í',[L & Ø J"-'la'd,J

*l u(*ru,,, 
* 

â(N 
r,6v)-l _ r,^ | !!,. ry_1.

I dv âx J "lay âx 
I
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| ^,7 - r r
,lâ(Q,=õw) açQ,-dw,¡l . ldÕ_.u0-1-L ø *-T)-u''L'u, 

d, 
J

*lu<"u' '> *â(M',õvt ')l- ur.l -O-- *M, **,fL e Ø j -'.1 Yx:' &' a, )

.l*P. 4Y#ì]- u''l-u'= . T. *])*'' (3 7 1)

Using displacement and virtual displacement expressions contained in equations (3.52)
and (3.60), the term õT inequation (3.5S) is given as

nnNt'l' (f , o o o* = Il^E irlL;,dio*i,aî,*i',n,]

.tlr, , dw .* , , u, ,f)ordAdt . (3.72)

The inertial constants for the total weight, first moment of weight, and second
moment of weight (given by Io, 1, and 1, , respectively) have been defined in equations

(3'33a) through (3.33c). Substituting these constants and applying integrarion by parrs to
the above equation yields

( lr o î
õr=lfl ,,1 

|r 
ruPù*a(íoao) *aoi'od*òl-fl 'o o' ''l

; ;[ Ll.=- 
* -T *''f,J-[." õuo+v' 6vo+ w' *' 

)l

*,,1( u'i' !^''' * â(v, au) * 
a(Jo d't' ) * urr, *,>)

L[ a ã ã â)

*rl;, dî ,* , , uio* J, dþ ,*,; , å,]

-(î, ur, * r, õuo *îo õ,y,.;, *r)]

*,,1(urr,!r,, *d(r,!r,))-( ;. u, oo - \tl .''Lf ã --T-- ã -,¡-¡t' uv, *, , ur, 
)])dAdr 

.
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The equations of motion are obtained by setting the coeffìcients of Euo, &o , and

õwo to zero in equations (3.71) and (3.73), thus

Expanding the expressions for terms N , ø, and M given in equations (3.64a),

(3'64b) and(3.67), and applying the required derivatives in the above equarions, yields
the f,rve differential equations of motion in terms of us, vo, and ]r0 as

4,(+l* ,,, ( +)* a,,( ltuì* ¡,, ( 4y.\* A^^( 
d,,o* r,o I"\&' ) ''\eØ) -"( e, )'",,(. d.A,)'"uu(. d,t- ed,)

N, *il,, -, d'o -r dV,
& A, -oA' 

A2

+.+=L++r,cI'Áqd-d-

Ð_,,úr= , d.n_T_ 
= l()_ :& Ø 

vãz

ry,-*ryt-ei__ = r,4+* r.dy,& A, 
þxz -t â' ã2

atú"., dA[. , dro , ãv,-^ .;-Q': t' ui+ r'-f

.'"(#).'"(#l=', #.',#
# . #).' "(#).' "(#). ^,,(h). u,(#)

.u"(#).'"(Yl=', #."*

ùo:

&o:

Q.7aa)

(3.74b)

Q.7ac)

(3.74d)

(3.74e)

(3.75a)

(3.7sb)

(3.75c)

fuo:

6V,:

õV,:

Auu

K,4,9;. \A,,#. K,A**. \Aon#:,,#

','(#).',,(#).',(+?)., "(#).' "(# . #)
* "(#'J * *, (#)- K,Auv, - K,A,, * = r, # * r, #
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B^^( 1þ-.4+l *c^^(1v,,\ ( du' 1 ( du,l* 
¡.. ( ¿+\

""1&ô, &, )' -uul&d, ,'c"lÉ )* 
u"l^* I "\ Ø' )

*c,,( 4+l * q, f ryr)- K,Aoov, - K, Aoo + =,, 4 * r,4!L. (3.75e)"\dxdy) --|ây') ' " ây ât' - ât'

3.4.5 Boundary conditions and displacement solutions

Proposing solutions for the displacement and slope expression components zo,

v0 , wo, V,, and V, which satisfy the boundary conditions in equation (3.37) yields

uo : Û cos(ilx)sin(,ûy)e-''

v o = V sin( Mx) cos(Ny) e-' ^

wo = fr sin( fux) sin(Ñy)e-'^

v, = 9,cos(.4ilx) sin( Ñy)e-'^

V , :9 rsin(Mx)cos(Ñy)e-'^ .

The U , V , W,Y,, and Y, are the amplitude coefficients and they are the eigenvectors

that have to be determined. Substituting the displacement solutions in equations (3.76a)

through (3.76e) into the differential equations (3.75a) through (3.75e) yields the

following:

- cosç Mx)sin( /vy)[ 1,, (tût' û) + e,,(t6rrt) * u,, (r'*,) + a,,(ntr,ñ,)

+,tuu(ñ'û + MNV)*4,(ñ'v, + iÇrlv,)= Io(alu)*¡,(r'v,)] e.tt")

-sin(Mx)cos1.nry;f,au ,(tûrÑÛ + iÇ,t'v)+ auu(í,tfl?, + u'v,)+,n,r(uÑu)* n,,(Ñ'r)

+ a,,(uñ'Q r) * u,,(,û' *, 
) 
: r o(df î) + r,(at' v,)]

- sin(Mx) slnlÑy¡ [r,,l,r, (uv,) * *,,n, (r'rû)

+ K,Aoo( rù*, 
) 

+ K,Aoo (Ñ'rî) = \ (r'w )f

(3.76a)

(3.76b)

(3.7 6c)

(3.76d)

(3.76e)

(3.77b)
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- cos( Mx)sin( 1vy)14, (,çt' r) + a,,( u ñ v) * q, (iu, n,) + c,,(utñ,)

+nuu(Ñ'û + MNV)+ q, (l,r,v , + uñ9 ,)+ K,Arr(9, * Mrfr)

= t,(r'û)+ tr(at'v,)f (3.77d)

-sinQax)coslñy)fe ,(,ùñû + u,rr)+ cuu(uñ?. + u,v,)+ n,,(ttrñu)* u,r(ñ,î)

+c,,(uñv,)*r,,(ñ'*,)+ K,Aoo(9, * ñr)= r,(alv)+ r,(aly ,)] f, ,rg
Cancelling trigonometric terms and writting the resulting equations in matrix form, the

generalized eigenvalue problem is given as

lKl{d} = a'lul{a} 1:.za¡

where the vector {a} aamatrices [,K] and lul aregiven below as

{o} =

;-|

V

rî
Y,
Y"

(3.7e)

(3.80)

(3.8 1 )

lrl=

A,rlÇ1' + AuuÑ'

uñ (,a,r+,a*)

0

BrrÌù' + Buuñ'

uñ (a,r+ a*)

uñ (l,r+ euu)

AurlÇI' + Arrñ'

0

uñ (ao+ auu)

Buuif' + BrrÑ'

0

0

K,lÇ!'Arr+ K,ñ2A0,

K,itA,
K,ñAoo

B,ri!' + Buuñ'

uñ (a,r+ auu)

K,írA,

crril'+cuuñz +K,A*

uñ (c,r+c*)

uñ (a,r+ auu)

BuuM' + BrrÑ'

K,ñAoo

uñ (cr+c*)
cuulù'+crrñz + K,Aoo

lul=

Io00lt0
0Io 0 0 4
001000
Ito0Ir0
0It0012

The five by five eigenvalue system yields five different natural frequencie s, o .

Denoting û),, asthe nthroot of the five roots of a, there is a unique eigenvector of

values for amplitude coefficients û,, , û,,, î/,,, q,,,, *d 9r,, and displacements ù,, Í,,,
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and fr,, for each frequency, ø,,. Substituting the solutions for the functions Lto, vo, wo,

V,, and V ,contained in equations (3.76a) through (3.76e) into equations (3.50a) through

(3.50c) yields the displacement solutions for each natural frequency, ú),,, given as

ù, = (û , + 
"9,,, ).os çUx¡ sinçñ¡e-i'.'

Í, : (î, + z\,, )sin( Ux¡ cosçñ¡e-¡'.'

fr , = (W,,) sin( Mx) sin(Ñy) e- 
i' 

^' .

3.4.6 Calculation of stresses

(3.82a)

(3.82b)

(3.82c)

Substituting the strain-displacement equations (3.7) into the stress-strain

equations (3.56) and displacement solutions in equations (3.82a) through (3.82c) yields

the following equations for the stresses

c,, : -{gr.,,*Û, + Qrr,Ñî, * ,(Qrr,ffi,,, + Q,r,ffi r,)}rirqrlzr; sin(ñy)s-i',' (3.83a)

Í ^-
a ,,, = -lQ.,r, uft,, + gzz,Ñî, * ,(Q,r,ffi,,, + Ør,Ñ r,. )]rinq az"; sin(ñy)e-'',' (3.83b)

ay,, = Zoo,{Ñw,,**r,,,} sin(i{x)cos(Ñy)e-i'" (3.83c)

o,,,,: Qrr,{ur7r,+ 9,,}cosq u*¡tinlñ¡¿-i',¡ (3.g3d)

õ,y, = Q*,{Ñu, + ffi,, + r(ñ9,,, * i.ñ r,,)}"osçMx) cos(ñy¡e-i'.' . (3.g3e)

Subscript n denotes the stress for the n th eigenvalue and subscript I denotes the i th
layer or lamina. The stresses are not continuous due to the difference in the material

properties, 8¡, at the layer or lamina interfaces.
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3.5 Raleigh-Ritz approximation

A Raleigh-Ritz approximate method

node finite elements, through the thickness

functions.

presented here which incorporates three

the plate, using quadratic interpolation

is

of

3.5.1 Introduction

Dong and Nelson [38], presented a numerical technique that is applicable for

wave propafation in a laminated anisotropic plate. In their technique, thickness variations

of the displacements are approximated using three node finite elements having quadratic

interpolation functions of a thickness variable. The generalized coordinates in this

representation are the displacements at the top, middle, and bottom of each mathematical

sub-layer. Herein, this stiffness method is extended to orlhotropic material proprieties in

which all nine elastic constants of orthotrophy are incorporated into the formulation. This

method uses continuous transcendental functions in the x and y directions and finite

elements in the z direction through the thickness of the plate. Quadratic interpolation

polynomials with three node finite elements will be used. Only displacement continuity is

maintained. The thickness of the í th element is å,, while the total number of elements

through the thickness of the plate is N. The total number of nodes used for the three

node elements through the thickness will be (2N + l) .

3.5.2 Governing equations

The goveming equation is derived using Hamilton's principle. The stress-strain

relations for an orthotropic material are given in equation (2.3). Strain displacement

relations are given in equation (3.84) as
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Efi

o....

Õ--

/4

T-
1/Iry

Using quadratic f,inite elements numbered from the top downward in the z direction and

continuous funciions in the r and y directions, the displacements for each element are

given as

' ñ(x,y,z,t) =u,(x,y,t)N,(r)+u j(x,y,r)Nr(z)+uo(x,y,t)Noe) (3.85a)

l(x,y,z,t) =v,(x,y,t)N,(r)+v,(x,y,t)N r(z)+vo(x,y,t)Nok) (3.95b)

lv(x, y,z,t): w,(x, y,t)N,(z) + wr(x,!,t)N,(z) + wo(x, y,t)NoG) (3.85c)

where the subscripts i, j , and k are used to denote the displacements and weighting

functions for the top, middle, and bottom node, respectively. The displacements ñ , Ç,

and fit denote the displacements in the x , !, and z directions of the local coordinate

axis. The interpolation polynomials in the local coordinate, z, are given by

N, = Ë(¿ - r)' 2'-
N¡=1-Ë'

uo:Ëçq+t¡.

I 
-{íl r

I l;l
{t rli
l;ltäl

(3.84)

(3.86a)

(3.86b)

(3.86c)

The Greek letter ( is a normalized coordinate used for each element and has the value of

(-l) at the i th node, (0) at the 7 th node, and (+1) at the k th node.The { is related to

the local thickness coordinate. z. as follows

€(r):2(z;'') -t Q.s7a)

ø- = Z (3.87b)ùh,
where h, isthe thickness of the element. Equations (3.85a), (3.85b), and (3.85c) can be

written in matrix form as
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{(l(r,y,z,t)}:

where matrix [n] is defìned in equat

for the element is given as

{q(x,y,t)}':(u, uj ttk vi vj vk wi wj *o) (3.89)

where the superscript T denotes the matrix or vector transpose. These displacements

contain continuous functions in x, y , and r which must fit the constraints of the

boundary conditions for a simply supported plate.

Substituting equations (3.85) and (3.88) into equations (3.84) and (E.1) yields

{"} : løl{q'} * [']{r¡} *l'l{q} (3.e0)

where q' denotes *,^O ri denotes 
*.rn marrices l¿],[r], and [a] are given in

equations (E.2) to (E.4) of Appendix E.

The Lagrangian, L,, for the i th element is written as

I u(x.v.z.t\)| '- " ' 
l

7r@,r,r,t) l:I"l{qf,
| -, . f

lwlx, y, z,l ) )

ion (E.5) of Appendix

,Y,t)j (3.88)

E. The displacement vector

(3.er)' : + I i,l,l' i U\' {ú} - {"}' r¿r{ +)*þø"
where matrix [¿] is the constitutive matrix for an orthotropic material defined in

equation (2.3), p is the mass density of the material, and {e} is the strain vector defined

in equation (3.90). Vector i¿Ì tr the derivative of the displacement vector {(J(x,y,z,t)}tJ
in equation (3.88) with respect to time. It is defined as

{¿i= l,t{ä) (3 sz)t J - -t 
J

Substituting the equations (3.88) and (3.92) into the total energy expression given in

equation (3.91) and following steps of equations (E.6) to (E.9) of Appendix E yieldsthe

following equation:
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{;}'ra{;}- {n,}'to,l{q,} - {ø,},¡r,,t, {a}

-{ø'}'¡r,,1{q} - {q}'lt,^l{q,} - {E}'lt ,l{E}
-{a}'U',]{q} - {q}'Lt',1' {q,} - {q}'lt,,l'{a}
-{q}'lt',1{q}

Matrices iz] through lltu]' are defìned in equation (E.9) of Appendix E. Apprying
integration by parrs (see equarions (8.10) and (E.rl) of Appendix E) to facror our

{q}' unaseparate out the initial and boundary conditions yields the following expression

*){,t' I\t-t{ä}l*r,

-)trl' 
IJrf-, ){ø'} *¡r,,J{ø} * [r,^]' {q}¡l,ayarry

-)tnl' 
[ ßlo,l{ø1 *lr,,l{ø'} *lrr,]{q}¡!,axat .

The last three lines in the above equation are the initial and boundary conditions. Taking
the first variation of the Lagrangian and setting it equal fo zeïo,the governing differential
equation is

. - looì_t*l\n j+lk,l{q,,} *llr'",l_lt ,J,l{ø,} _lt ,l{q}

[[0,1* lt',]'l',a,} *lk,l{q}* 
[[,r,i -\t,,],1{a}= {o}.

3.5.3 Boundary conditions and dispracement sorutions

The boundary conditions governing the dispracement functions of x
simply supported rectangular plate may be specified as, [45]:

atx=0anda; 6o:0, fr:0 and û:0.

dydt . (3.93)

, : 
+ I I ] {rff1.*l{ï}.u,,1{q"1 

* 
f[r, ]-lt,l']{ø'} -1r,,){ø})*0,0,

' , v, 
[*[[r,l*lt ^]'l{a,}*lk,l{q}*f[,t,J 

_lt ,l,]{a} | 
-'-

(3.e4)

(3.e5)
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aty:}andb; aor:O, fr:O and u:0. (3.96)

A solution for the displacement vector {q(*,y,t)}that satisfies the above boundary

conditions is

{q(*,y,t)}={ø,}cos(it*)sin(.ûy)e-'^ *{qr}sin(Mx)cos(Ñy)e-'^ +{qr}sineî4x)sin(ñy)e-'^

(3.e7)

where i[ and N and vectors {q,} through {ør} are defined as foilows

í4 =mAt Ñ =Tt and, m=1,2,3,...; n=1,2,3,... (3.9g)

{ø,}'=(" uj uk 0 0 0 0 0 o) =((o) (o) (0)) e.eea)

{ø,}'=(o 0 0 vi vj vk 0 0 o) =((o) (") (0)) (3.eeb)

{ø,}'=(o 0 0 0 0 0 wi wj ,-):((o) (o) (ø)) (3.eec)

Vectors {r}, {"}, and {ø} are defined as

{¡}' = (", uj 
"r)

{;}' = (u, vj uo)

{r}':(r, wj ,o)

Substituting equation (3.97) into equation (3.95), performing derivatives and marrix

multiplications, using the definitions of matrices [m] through flru]t aefined in equations

(8.12) through (E.15) of Appendix E, yields the following three equations containing 3

by 3 matrices.

- cos( Mx)sin1 I'ry¡ 
l( - 

ø' pl¿l+ ( 4 r i[' + D uu ñ' )lA] * D,,lB)){u}

+(tvrñ1o,,* D,,l[,4]){ r} +(up,,lnl'- 4,[¿]){

- sin( Mx) cosl lry; 
11 

m'r ( Dr, + n rr¡l,el¡ {a}

+(- al pl,nl + ç ir' D uu + ñ' n,,¡f ,<f * D 
o ot B]){r Ì + (ñ p r,lnl'

- sin( Mx)sin( Ñy)l( M @,,LEl - o,,lnl' ¡){n}

(3.1 00a)

(3.1 00b)

(3.1 00c)

(3.101a)

tÌ]= {o}

(3.101b)
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*(¡¿t4,lnl- n,,lnJ'l){r-} +(-a'pl,tl+ çtrt, n,, + ñ, Do;lAl*4,i;]){r}] = {o}

Cancelling trigonometric functions and restating the above equations in matrix

form, the generalized elemental eigenvalue equation can be found to be

lKl{q}: ,'lMl{q} . (3.102)

[K], element mass matrix, lMl, and,vector, {q} , ur" given

l] l,çtñP,,+ ouu)l'alf

f{ 
u' o,, + ñ' n,,¡ftf +4. tB]]

f ^ - -1 f

lli (D44LEl- D"LEï )]

The element stiffness matrix,

below as

llto,,,to' 
+ Duuñ\lAf+ D,,IB

tKl=l -fuñp,,+ 
o*¡fall 

_

I L'ûtto,,l¿l- 
p,,[¿]'l]

luo,,¡r1' -D,,[E]] I
fñp*fel'- 4,tE)] 

|

ft 
u' n,, + Ñ' oo.¡ftf +4,tr]] 

l

(3.1 03)

'l
plAll

I n['a)
lMl:l

Lo

[[rt r] lxrzl
[r]= | i"rtt lxzzl

[[r: r] lxzzl

by 3 matrices ltrt 1] through

pIA]

l"l
{q}: { u I.tl

L,J

(3.1 04)

(3.10s)

frtr]
lxzzl
[^<r:]

[f::] matches its respective location

Matrices l¿], lgl, and [E] are defined in equations (E.13a) to (E.13c) of Appendix E.

For later convenience, define each 3 by 3 matrix inside the element stiffness matrix, lK],
as

(3.1 06)

where each df the 3

in equation (3.103).

3.5.4 Global frequency eigenvalue equation

In order to conveniently impose these matrices into a global system where the

global displacement vecror {p} ir in the form
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{Q}' = 1", vr wt n2 vz wz u2N"*t v2N"*t wzN"*t) rl.roz)

where N" is the number of elements used so that (2N 
" 

+ 1) is the total number of nodes,

define a new element displacement vector, {ø. } , u.

{n.}'=(u, vi wi uj vj wj ltk vk ,o) (3.108)

In doing so, the element stiffness matrix, lK], and element mass matri", lMl, must be

rearranged to the ff.] ana lU'l ei""n in Appendix E according to rhe operarions srated

in equation (E.16) of Appendix E. Additionally, by applying the referred operations to the

rows and columns of the element stiffness matrix, lK], and element mass matri*,lMf ,

symmetric ff'] anA lM.f matrices will be obtained, which aid in the compuration of

the eigenvalues. The elemental eigenvalue equation is now given as

ft.]{n.} :,'lu.f{ø.} (3. 1 0e)

where the element stiffness matrix, lt-],and element mass matrix, lr.l, are given in

equations (Ej7) and (E.18) of Appendix E, respectively. Note that it can be shown rhat,

for each value in the stiffness matrix la-], K-IJ,,, is equal to KJI,,,, so that lr.] i,

symmetric. Since matrix [l] contain ed in lM- ] is symmet ric,lU.l rs also symmetric.

Imposing element stiffness matrices and mass matrices into the global displacement

vector {9} usu."s that the continuity of the displacement is maintained.

3.5.5 Calculation of stresses

For each frequency eigenvalue of oÌ, a unique eigenvector, {g}, containing

global displacements can be calculated. Once the displacements are known, the stresses

can be evaluated in each element for the i th, j th, and, k th nodes. The solutions for û.

fi , and ú, displacements are
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d^r,l
*loq l.

'tç=-l

-,1olv il*loÇ l+o

dlrl,.l

-l
at t_- tq=-l

-,1olv kl*l05 l,_"

â1,{ol
*loc t-

r3b)

(3.1 l3c)

(3.114)

I". 'l

1ïl: a, 
[*¡,1{'} 

.[;)l%] 1"y),i,rø,)cos(r/y) (3,

lo"* )

[o"'l (

I " 
:, 

| 
=(- o o,,t r I { a } - ñ D,,l ¡ I { ¡ } . o,,( +)l %)ø),inçux¡si n ( Ny )

lo=,0) \ 
- - . 

\k' )L dç 1" ,

where is defìned aslml
ld€ l

[-r, 2 -0.s1

= | -0.5 0 0.s l.
Los -2 l.5j

ar.ltl*lo< t.
N'l
oct,^

' ,ç=v
a¡ |

01\ jl
*loc t"

l#)=
a\r,l
*loçl
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Chapter 4

Numerical results and discussion

4.1 Introduction

Four different computer programs have been developed to compute the natural

frequencies of vibration for simply supported laminated composite cross-ply plates as

well as the corresponding eigenvectors of the stresses and displacements. First, an exact

program named "Refine" is based on the formulation covered in Chapter 2. Additionally,

a program named "CLPT" is based on the classical laminated plate theory, a program

named "FSDT" is based on the first order shear deformation theory, and a program

named *EYPZ" is based on a Raleigh-Ritz procedure using quadratic finite elements

through the thickness. These additional programs are based on the derivations covered in

Chapter 3. A discussion comparing the computational effort of these theories will be

presented. The results of these plate theories will be compared to results quoted from

other references.

4.2 Computational effort versus accuracy

Results from the four numerical programs vary in accuracy, with "CLPT" being

the least accurate and "Refine" being exact. However, the computational effort required

to obtain results from each of the programs must be weighed against the accuracy of the

results obtained.

The two equivalent single layer theories presented here, namely the classical

laminated plate theory and the first order shear deformation theory, require the least

computational effort. They are quite accurate for the first couple of natural frequencies

for a homogeneous plate or a plate with many laminates. The greater the number of

laminates in a plate, the closer the plate becomes to acting like a homogeneous plate. One

advantage that these equivalent single layer programs have is that the size of the matrices
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used to solve for the frequency eigenvalues do not change or grow with the number of
laminates in the plate. Thus, the computational effort does not increase to a great degree
with an increasing number of lamina. Using the program *Evpz-,based 

on Raleigh-Ritz
quadratic fìnite elements through the thickness, requires the assembly of individual
stiffness and mass matrices into global stiffness and mass matrices. The size of the global
eigenvalue system varies directly with the number of laminates or elements used through
the thickness' It can get very large when qany elements are used to obtain accurate
frequency eigenvalues. The computational effort to solve for the eigenvalues generally
increases in proportion to the square of the number of equations. Thus, the computational
effort required to solve for eigenvalues using 20 elements through the thickness is
approximately four times more than using 10 elements through the thickness.

The problem can be solved analytically using the traditional method of
assembling a global system of equations in terms of the undetermined coefficients, l,
though Au, for each layer or sublayer. The equations would consist of the boundary

conditions (B'C.s)wherethethree stresses, a",, o,y and, o.- arezeroatboth of the free

surfaces, forming six equations. Additionally, for each layer or sublayer interface
between sub-layers, there are six continuity equations (C. C. s) of displacemenrs, Lt, v
and w ' and stresses, ou, o, and. o- wherethe displacements and stresses atthe top of
one layer are equal to the displacements and stresses at the bottom of the next layer. For a
plate with two layers, the system would be in the form shown in Figure 4.1.
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3 x 6 matrix lB.C. s)

6 x 12 matrix (C. C. s)

3 x 6 matrix lB.C. s)

(A')'

(Ar),

(A')''

(A),
(Ar),

(A)'
(4,),
(Ar),

(4),
(Ao),

(Ar),

(A),

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Figure 4.1 : Traditional assembly of equations for two layer plate

Assembling the system of anal¡ical equations this way results in an increase

computational effort that is proportional to the square of the number of layers

sublavers used.

The propagator matrix method used in the program "Refine", which is formulated

according to Chapter 2 of this thesis, results in an increase in the computational effort that

is proportional to the number of layers used. Thus, the computational effort does not

increase to such a great degree when the number of layers in a composite laminated plate

are greater. However, the program "Refine" uses a two step process in which the

approximate output frequencies from "EVP2", tùn with a minimal number of elements,

are used as starting "guesses" to solve for the roots of the exact frequency equation (2.33)

calculated in the program "Refine". Only a few elements through the thickness are

required for this process and the use of accurate starting guesses reduces the effort

required by the solver in locating the roots of the frequency equation.

in

or
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4.3 Numerical examples

The following six different plate examples are presented in this section. They are an:

Each example will follow the same format. First, a description of the plate and its

material properties will be given, then a description of the numerical results is presented

with respect to tables and figures, and finally, the results are discussed. Comparisons of
the results will be made with the three dimensional, exact solutions of Srinivas et. al.

144,451, and the approximate solutions of Rao [26], who used a layerwise theory in which

continuity of the displacement and traction was maintained between sub-layers.

4.3.1 Example I - Homogeneous isotropic plate

A single layer, thick, square isotropic plate has been used to validate the

formulation for the isotropic propagator matrix whose formulation is presented in

Appendix C. The Poisson ratio and dimensions used are v = 0.3 and size a x a . The

natural frequencies have been normalized by using the relation Çt:aù(plp\''t. The

lowest five natural frequencies produced by the four different programs are compared to

those given by Srinivas et al. l44l and Rao [26]. The results are shown in Table 4. I . The

variations of the stresses and displacements are presented in Table 4.2 for the first and

third antisymmetric and second symmetric modes of vibration for the frequencies

corresponding to the wavenumbers mh I a = nh / b = 0.3 .

The results in Table 4.I reveal that the results from "Refine" agree completely

with those published by Srinivas et. al. l44l as "Exact". The frequencies obtained from
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the program *EVP2" converge to the exact values for the first five frequencies when 8

elements are used. Results obtained from f,rrst order shear deformation theory entitled

"FSDT" are in good agreement for the first two frequencies. The results from classical

laminated plate theory are in poor agreement for the first frequency and in good

agreement for the next two frequencies. Results for the variation of the stresses and

displacements through the thickness show that eigenvectors obtained from "Refine" agree

completely with the exact results published by Srinivas et. al. [44]. Results from Rao [26]

agree closely with the exact values in both Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

4.3.2 Example 2 - Ho m o geneous o rthotropic plate

A single layer, square orthotropic plate has been used to validate the formulation

for the orthotropic propagator matrix presented in Chapter 2. The following material

properties have been used which correspond to aragonite crystals: DnlDn : 0.23319,

D13/D¡1 : 0.010776, DzzlD¡ : 0.543103, Dz¡iDlr : 0.098276, DnlD11 : 0.530772,

Dqo,/Dl: 0.26687, Dss/Du : 0.159914, DeelDr t:0.262931. The frequencies have been

normalized by using the relation Ç)=ún2 /h(p/Drr)"'. The lowest five natural

frequencies resulting from the four different programs are compared to those given by

Srinivas et al. [45] and Rao [26]. The results are shown in Table 4.3. The variations of the

stresses and displacements are presented in Table 4.4 for the first and third antisymmetric

modes, as well as the first and second symmetric modes of vibration for the frequencies

corresponding to the wavenumbers mhla=nhlb=0.3. Results forthe variations of the

stresses and displacements are compared to the exact ones from Srinivas et. al. [45], and

approximate ones from Rao [26].

Table 4.3 shows that the results obtained from the proposed theory given by

"Refine" are in exact agreement with the natural frequencies predicted by the exact

theory of Srinivas et. al. [45]. Results from Rao [26] also agree closely. Results from

"EVPZ" agree closely with as few as four elements and they converge to the exact

solution for the first five frequencies when 16 elements are used. Results from the first

order shear deformation theory agree closely for the first three natural frequencies.
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Results from the classical laminated plate theory overestimate the first natural frequency

which is an antisymmetric or bending mode, but yield good predictions for the second

and third natural frequencies corresponding to symmetric o¡ extensional modes. The

latter match those yielded by "FSDT". Table 4.4 shows exact agreement between

variations of stresses and displacements through the thickness predicted by the exact

theory of Srinivas et. al. [45] and the proposed theory quoted as "Refine". Results from

Rao [26] are also in close agreement.

Plots of the displacements and stresses through the thickness are given in Figures

4.2a and 4.2b for the first bending mode (or the fìrst frequency for wavenumbers

mh / a = nh / b = 0.1 ). Figures 4.3a and 4.4b show the variations of the displacements and

stresses through the thickness for the second frequency or first extensional mode. Figure

4.2a shows both u and v cross the midplane of the plate, which show that the plate is in

bending. The displacement w is constant. The stresses given in Figure 4.2b are zero at

thefreesurfaceatlocations zlh=-0.5 and z/h=0.5.Figure4.3ashowsboth ¿¿ and v

being symmetric along the vertical axis, so that the plate is in an extensional mode. Now

the displacement w varies through the thickness. Table 4.3 shows that the classical

laminated plate theory is more accurate for the extensional modes than the bending

modes. This is because the displacements u and y are constant and displacement w is
approximated as a constant value through the thickness, which approximates closely the

actual displacements shown in Figure 4.3a. Since the classical laminated plate theory

does not incorporate shear strain, it is not a good approximation for a plate in bending,

especially for a thicker plate. Thus, the classical laminated plate theory is not as accurate

as the first order shear deformation theory for the first bending mode since the shear

strain is neglected. However, it is just as good an approximation as the shear deformation

theory for a plate in an extensional mode because the displacement solutions yield the

same displacement eigenvectors since the second terms in the displacement functions, or

first derivatives, are zero.
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4.3.3 Exampte 3 - (0o/90o/90"/0o) and (0"/90") antisymmetric orthotropic cross-

ply plate

A four layer, equal thickness, symmetric cross-ply laminated composite square

plate having a lamination scheme of (0o/90o/90o/0o) and a two layer antisymmetric cross

ply (0o/90o) has been analyzed. The material properties of each layer are: E1lE2 : 40,

Et/Et: 40, G;;,lBz: 0.5, GnlEz: GnlÐz: 0.6 and vtz: vt3: 0.25. The non-dimensional

fundamental frequencies Q:oa2 lh(plErr)''' are shown in Table 4.5 for various

length-to-thickness ratios. Variation of the stress and displacement eigenvectors of the

symmetric cross ply (0o/90o/90o/0o) square plate with a/h:10 and mla=nlb=0.I
have been tabulated in Table 4.6 for the first, second, and third antisymmetric bending

modes and first symmetric extensional mode. The results have been compared to Rao

1261.

From Table 4.5, it can be seen that classical laminated plate theory greatly

overestimates the first frequencies. However, as the plate gets thinner, or as a I h

increases, its accuracy improves because of the thin plate assumption used. The neglect

of shear strain causes much more error for a thick plate than for a thick plate. For the first

order shear deformation theory, predictions of the first frequency are relatively good, but

the frequencies predicted increase in accuracy as the plate gets thinner. The same is true

for the program ':EVP2". *EVP2" with the use of 8 elements provides an excellent

prediction of the first frequency. It provides an even closer match to the exact values

predicted by "Refine" as the plate gets thinner. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show that the results

from Rao [26] are invariably in good agreement with the results from "Refine".

4.3.4 Example 4 - Multi-laminated, orthotropic cross-ply plates with equal

Iayer thicknesses

The fundamental frequencies of the symmetric (three, five, and nine layer) and

antisymmetric (two, four, six, and ten layer) cross-ply square laminated plates with equal
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thicknesses are presented in Tables 4.7 and 4.8, respectively, forvarious values of Et/Ez.

The orthotropic material properties of the individual layers in all the above laminates are

EtlBz: varies, Ez:El, Gn: Gl3: 0.6F2, G23:0.5E2, vtz: vß:1)23:0.25. Natural

frequencies have been normalized by using the relation ç)=ab2(plEr)''' lh. Tlvee-

dimensional elasticity solutions using a numerical finite difference technique have been

given by Noor [a3] and approximate results have been presented by Rao [26]. They are

considered for comparison. Results from the exact program "Refine" along with Raleigh-

Ritz quadratic finite elements through the thickness "EVP2", first order shear

defor¡nation theory "FSDT" and classical laminated plate theory "CLPT" have also been

considered for comparison.

Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show that the classical laminated plate theory overestimates the

first natural frequency which is antisymmetric. Although the number of laminations

change in Table 4.7,the total thickness of the layers between each scheme is identical.

Therefore the classical laminated plate theory predicts the same frequencies for each

lamination scheme. However, the classical laminated plate theory yields different values

in Table 4.8, for different lamination schemes. This is due the plate being antisymmetric.

The 3-D elasticity finite difference solutions presented by Noor [43] overestimate the

natural frequencies. This is due to the inaccuracy of using the numerical finite difference

method. The equivalent single layer theories, the classical laminated plate theory and the

first order shear deformation theory, become less accurate as E, I E, gets very rarge or as

the stiffness in one direction gets very large. Although "EVPZ" is in excellent agreement,

it becomes less accurate as the stiffness in one direction becomes very large. The results

of Rao [26] are in good agreement with "Refine" but become less accurate as the stiffness

in one direction gets very large. The accuracy of the equivalent single layer theories

increase, relative to the exact values given by "Refine", as the number of laminations

increases. This is due to the fact that, as the number of laminations increases, the plate

acts more like a homogeneous plate.
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4.3.5 Example 5 - 10o/90o/core/Do/90o) antisymmetric sandwich plate

A five layer, thin as well as thick sandwich plate of size a x b with antisymmetric

cross ply faces has been analyzed in this example. The material properties of the layers

are:

face sheetsr Er : 19 x 106 psi (131 GPa), Ez : E¡ : 1.5 x 106 psi (10.34 Gpa), Grz : Gr¡ :

1 x 106 psi (6.895 GPa), Gr¡ : 0.9 x 106 psi (6.205 Gpa), vt2: vß : 0.22, vy : 0.49,

thickness r¡ and p : 0.3403 x l0-2 lb/in3 (1627 kg/m3).

Isotropic Core: E¡ : Ez: E3: 2G: 1000 psi (6.89 x l0-3 Gpa), Grz : Gl3 : Gz3 : 500 psi

(3.45 x l0-3 GPa¡, utz: uß : v23 :0, thickness t. and p : 0.3403 x l0-2 lb/in3 (g7 kg/m3).

The plate has the conf,rguration shown in Figure 4.4.

Core (isotropic)

Figure 4.4: Configuration of sandwich plate in Example 5

A comparison of the results from the present study with published numerical

results for a thin plale (a lh=100) and a moderately thick plate (a lh:10) are shown in

Tables 4.9 and 4.10, respectively. The natural frequencies have been normalized, using

the relation ç¿= ob2(p/ Er)r''' lh. Acomparison of the results from.,Ref,ine,,, ,.EVp2,,,

"FSDT", "CLPT" as well as the results presented by Rao 126l,have been given in Table

4.1I for varying values of the thickness of the plate (a I h). Table 4.12 compares the

corresponding results obtained by varying the thickness of the core to the thickness of the
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flange (t,ltr). Table 4.13 compares the corresponding results for various aspect ratios

(a /b) of the plate. Table 4.9, which corresponds to a thin plate, shows Rao [26] is in
good agreement with the exact results from "Refine". The equivalent single layer

theories, the classical laminated plate theory and the first order shear deformation theory

grossly overestimate the first natural frequency of vibration for this sandwich plate. This

discrepancy can be attributed to the large difference in the stiffness between the flange

material and the core material. The equivalent single layer theories overestimate the

stiffness of the plate when the equivalent material properties for an equivalent single

layer are obtained. An excellent estimate is obtained through *EVP2- using only 5

elements and the results match almost exactly to the exact results of "Refine". There is

less error for a thin plate compared to the results for the thick plate presented in Table

4.10. The error in using equivalent single layer theories is even more pronounced when

compared to the exact results from "Refine". "EVP2- matches almost exactly the exact

results from "Refine" when using 14 elements. Again, more elements are needed in
analyzing a thicker plate with this method as opposed to a thinner plate. (See Table 4.9).

The results of Rao 126] agree closely in both Tables 4.9 and 4.10 with the exact results

obtained from "Refine".

The first non-dimensional natural frequencies for various length to thickness

ratios a I h have been presented in Table 4.1 1 . Again, the equivalent single layer theories

grossly overestimate the first natural frequencies. However, their accuracy increases

when compared to the exact results from "Refine", for a thinner plate. The results fiom
*EVP?" converge to the exact solutions for the program "Refine" when 14 elements are

used.

In Table 4.12, the accuracy of the equivalent single layer theories increases

compared to the exact values quoted under "Refine" as the ratio of the thickness of the

core to the thickness of the flange increases. However, the results of the equivalent single

layer theories still greatly overestimate the first frequency. "EVP2" provides an excellent

estimate when 14 elements used through the thickness. The solutions from "EVp2"
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converge to the exact values obtained from the program "Refine" when 28 elements are

used.

Table 4.13 presents a comparison of the natural frequencies obtained when the

aspect rario a /å is varied. The variation of alb the aspect ratio does not seem to affect

the accuracy of the equivalent single layer theories compared to the exact frequencies

provided by "Refine". The equivalent single layer theories greatly overestimate the

natural frequencies. "EVP2" provides an excellent estimate that is almost exact when 14

elements are used. Variations of the displacements and the stresses for the first frequency,

which corresponds to the first bending mode of vibration for wavenumbers

mh / a = nh lå : 0.1 are given in Figures 4.5a and 4.5b, respectively. Displacements ¿r

and v cross the vertical axis at the midplane of the plate and displacement w is constant.

Figure 4.5b shows the large variations of the shear stresses, ø-r and o-r, through the

flange material. Howevet, there is very little variation of the shear stresses through the

core material. This shows the large difference inthe shear stiffness of the flange material

relative to that of the core material.

4.3.6 Example 6 - Homogeneous orthotropic plate neglecting material

constants G13 ând G23

A single layer, square orthotropic plate having negligable material constants G¡3

and G23 (which correspond to Dq+ and D55) has been analyzed in this example using the

propagator matrix formulation presented in Appendix D. The following material

properties of the face sheets presented in Example 5 are used: E¡ : 19 x 106 psi (131

GPa), Ez:Et: 1.5 x 106 psi (10.34 GPa), Gr2: I x 106 psi (6.895 GPa), Grg: Gz::0,

ur2 : vt3 : 0.22, v7 : 0.49, thickness t¡ and p : 0.3403 x 10-2 lb/in3 (1627 kg/-').

However, the natural frequencies have been normalized by using the relation

Ç)= dtb2(pl Er)''' lh. Acomparison of the results from "Refine", "EVp2", "FSDT", and

*CLPT" have been given in Table 4.14 for various values of the wavenumbers m and n.

Variations of the displacements and stresses through the thickness of the plate for the first
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zero frequency, first non-zero frequency, and second non-zero frequency

wavenumbers mh I a = nh I b = 0.1 have been shown in Figures 4.6 th¡oush

respectively.

Figure 4.6a shows that the displacements u and y are zero throughout the

thickness while displacement ru is constant. Figure 4.6b shows all the stresses aÍe zeÍo

throughout the thickness. This behavior corresponds to a rigid body displacement for this

zero frequency, as predicted by the derivation contained in Appendix C. Figure 4.7a

shows the displacements, a and v , are zero at the free surface but vary through the

thickness while displacement, w, is not zero at the free surface and varies through the

thickness. Figure 4.7b shows that the shear stresses, o-r and o-r, are zero throughout

the thickness as a result of material constants Daa and D55 equalling zero. Stress, o.,, is
zero at the free surface and varies through the thickness.

Figure 4.8a shows u and v to be zero at the free surface and zero at the midplane

while displacement w is not zero. Figure 4.8b shows the stress o., is zero at the free

surface and at the midplane and varies through the thickness. The difference between the

first and second, non-zero frequency modes of vibration is the addition of a node point at

the midplane of the plate where u ) v and the stress, o-2, are zero. Subsequent modes of

vibration are similar, with the third non-zero frequency mode having two equally spaced

nodes within the thickness, and the fourth frequency non-zero mode having three equally

spaced nodes within the thickness. At each node within the thickness, as well as at both

the free surfaces, displacements ¿¿ and v are zero and the stress o.- is zero. The shear

stresses, o^ and ozy ) are always zero throughout the thickness of the plate.

for

4.8,
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Table 4.1 Comparison of non-dimensional frequencies, f), of a homogeneous

isotropic (u : 0.3), square plate

r:},la nhJa I-A* II-SI-S II-A III-A
0.10.1 Exact [44]

Refine
Rao [26]
EVP2(16)
EVP2(8)
EVP2(4)
FSDr(s/6)

FSDT(r2l12)

CLPT
Exact l44l
Refine
Rao [26]
EVP2(16)
EVP2(8)
EVP2(4)
FSDT(s/6)

FSDT(n2l12)

CLPT
Exact[44]
Refine
Rao [26]
EVP2(16)
EVP2(8)
EvP2(4)
FSDr(s/6)
FSDT(r2ll2)
CLPT
Exact [44]
Refine
Rao [26]
EVP2(16)
EVP2(8)
EVP2(4)
FSDT(s/6)

FSDT(î2/12)

CLPT
Exactl44l
Refine
Rao [26]

0.0931
0.0931
0.0931
0.0931
0.0932
0.0932
0.0930

0.0930

0.0955
0.2226
0.2226
0.2226
0.2226
0.2226
0.2226
0.2219
0.2218

0.2360
0.3421
0.342r
0.3421
03421
0.3421
0.3421
0.3406
0.3402

0.3732
0.417r
0.4nr
0.4172
0.4111
0.4171
0.4172
0.4149
0.4t44

0.4629
0.s239
0.s239
0.5240

0.4443 0.7498
0.4443 0.7498
0.4442 0.7498
0.4443 0.7498
0.4443 0.7498
0.4443 0.7498
0.4443 0.7510

0.4443 0.7510

0.4443 0.7510
0.7025 t.t827
0.7025 r.1827
0.7024 1.1821
0.7025 1.t827
0.7025 1.1827
0.7025 1.1827
0.702s 1.1874
0.7025 1.1874

0.1025 1.r814
0.8886 1.4943
0.8886 r.4923
0.8885 1.4922
0.8886 1.4923
0.8886 1.4923
0.8886 1.4923
0.8886 r.5020
0.8886 1.s020

0.8886 r.s020
0.993s r.66s4
0.9935 r.66s4
0.9934 r.6654
0.9935 r.6654
0.9935 1.66s4
0.9935 1.66s4
0.9935 1.6793
0.9935 1.6793

0.993s 1.6793
1.1327 1.8936
1.1327 r.8936
1.1327 1.8936

73

3.1729 3.2465
3.t729 3.2465
3.1737 3.2485
3.1729 3.2465
3.1729 3.2465
3.1737 3.2413
3.1933 3.2141

3.1729 3.2538

3.2192 3.3933
3.2192 3.3933
3.2200 3.3911
3.2192 3.3933
3.2192 3.3933
3.2200 3.3942
3.2394 3.4310
3.2192 3.4112

3.2648 3.5298
3.2648 3.s298
3.2656 3.5355
3.2648 3.5298
3.2649 3.5298
3.26s6 3.5308
3.2847 3.5774
3.2648 3.5580

3.2949 3.6160
3.2949 3.6160
3.29s7 3.6231
3.2949 3.6160
3.2950 3.6161
3.29s7 3.6170
3.3147 3.6702
3.2949 3.6510

3.3396 3.1393
3.3396 3.7393
3.3403 3.7484

0.20.1

0.20.2

0.30.1

0.2 0.3



0.3

EVP2(16) 0.s239
EVP2(8) 0.s239
EVP2(4) 0.s239
FSDT(5/6) 0.s206

FSDT(12I12) 0'5197

CLPT 0.5951
0.3 Exact [44] 0.6889

Refine 0.6889
Rao [26] 0.6892
EVP2(I6) 0.6889
EVP2(8) 0.6889
EVP2(4) 0.6890
FSDT(5/6) 0.6834

FSDT(r2II2) 0'682r

CLPT 0.8090

1.1327 1.8936
1.1327 r.8936
1.1327 1.8936
r.1327 1.9146
1.1327 |.9146

1.1327 r.9146
1.3329 2.2171
1.3329 2.217r
t.3328 2.2171
1.3329 2.2171
1.3329 2.2171
1.3329 2.2171
1.3329 2.2530
r.3329 2.2530

1.3329 2.2530

3.3396 3.7393
3.3396 3.7393
3.3403 3.7404
3.3590 3.8032
3.3396 3.7843

3.4126 3.9310
3.4126 3.93r0
3.4134 3.9438
3.4126 3.9310
3.4127 3.9311
3.4134 3.9323
3.43t7 4.01 I 1

3.4126 3.9927

Notes:

* In headings I-A through III-4, roman numerals I through III denote the first through
third modes, while "4" or "S" denotes antisymmetric or symmetric modes of vibration.
"Refine" denotes analytical method using propagator matrix
"EVP2" denotes quadratic three node finite elements through the thickness. Number in
brackets is number of elements used through the entire thickness.
"FSDT" denotes fi¡st order shear deformation theory. Number in brackets is shear

correction coeffi cient.
"CLPT" denotes classical laminated plate theory.
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z/h

First antisymmetric thickness mode (I-A)
0.5 L0000 1 .0000 1.0000

0.4 0.7561 0.7561 0.7560
0.3 0.5420 05420 0.5420
0.2 03496 0.3496 0.3500
0. 1 0.t713 0.1713 0. 1 710
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Third antisymmetric rhickness mode (III-A)
0.s 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

0.4 09892 0.9892 0.9890
0.3 0.8655 0.8655 0.8650
0.2 0.6409 0.6409 0.6410
0.1 0.3407 0.3407 0.3410
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Second symmetric thickness mode (II-S)

Exact[44]

Table 4.2'Yaúations of stresses and displacements across thickness of a homoseneous

u/u 0.5

Refine Rao Exactl44l

\ì
(J¡

isotropic plate in free vibration (u = 0.3, and mVa:nh/b = 0.3)

1.0000

1.0249

r.0426

1.0543

1.0610

1.0631

1.0000

0.8148

0.6166

0.4426

0.3243

0.282s

1.0000

0.8280

0.6377

0.4333

0.2191

0.0000

0.5

0.5 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

0.4 L0438 L0438 1.0440
0.3 1.0797 t.0797 L0800
0.2 1.1065 1.1065 1.1070

0.1 1.1230 t.r230 t.1230

Refìne Rao Exactl44l Refine

,0000 1.0000

.0249 1.0250

.0426 1.0430

.0s43 1.0540

.06r0 I.0610

.0631 1.0630

0 1 .1286 1.1286 1.1290

r*./r*r(0)

0.0000

0.3750

0.6549

0.8426

0.9625

1.0000

1,0000

0.8148

0.6166

0.4426

0.3243

0.2825

1.0000

0.8280

0.6377

0.4333

0.2191

0.0000

l.0000

0.8 r 50

0.6170

0.4430

0.3240

0.2830

1.0000

0.8280

0.6380

0.4330

0.2190

0.0000

0.0000 0.0000

0.3750 0.3750

0.6549 0.6550

0.8486 0.8480

0.962s 0,9620

1.0000 1.0000

Rao Exactl44l Ref,rne

0.0000 0.0000

0.2925 0.2925

0.5703 0.s703

0.7984 0.7983

0.9479 0.9479

1.0000 1.0000

o.rlo..(0.1)

0.0000

1.5336

2.0238

r.7 578

1.0000

0.0000

0.0000

r.3202

I .8691

r.7063

1.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.3611

0.6534

0.8684

1.0000

r.0443

0.0000

0.2930

0.5700

0.7980

0.9480

1.0000

0.0000

0.7430

1.0000

0.8810

0.s060

0.0000

0.0000 0.0000

1.5336 1.5340

2.0238 2.0240

1.7 578 1 .7580

1.0000 1.0000

0.0000 0.0000

Rao

0.0000

0.7425

1.0000

0.8813

0.50s7

0.0000

'r*rl'r*r(0.3)

0.0000

0.7425

1.0000

0.8813

0.5058

0.0000

0.0000

r.3202

1.8691

1.7063

r.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.361r

0.6s34

0.8684

1.0000

1.0443

0.0000

|.3200
1.8690

t.7060

1.0000

0.0000

0,0000

0,3610

0.6530

0.8680

r.0000

r.0440



Table 4.3 Comparison of non-dimensional frequencies, f), of orthotropic square plate

mWa rhla I-A* II-SI-S II-A III-A
0.10.1 Exact [45]

Refine
Rao [26]
EVP2(16)
EVP2(8)
EYP2(4)
FSDr(s/6)

FSDT(rr2l12)

CLPT
Exact [45]
Refine
Rao [26]
EVP2(16)
EVP2(8)
EvP2(4)
FSDr(s/6)

FSDT(r2lr2)

CLPT
Exact [45]
Refine
Rao [26]
EVP2(r6)
EVP2(8)
EVP2(4)
FSDT(5/6)

FSDT(r2l12)

CLPT
Exact [45]
Refine
Rao [26]
EVP2(16)
EVP2(8)
EvP2(4)
FSDT(5/6)

FSDT(r2l12)

CLPT

0.0474
0.0474
0.0474
0.0474
0.0474
0.0474
0.0474

0.0474

0.0493
0. I 033

0.1 033

0.1032
0.1 033

0.1 033

0.1 033

0.1032

0.1 03 i
0. I 098

0.il88
0.1 1 88

0.1 1 88

0.1 1 88

0.1 1 88

0.1 1 88

0.il87
0.1 I 86

0.1327
0.1694
0.1694
0.1694
0.1694
0.t694
0.1694
0.1692

0.1689

0.1924

76

0.2170
0.2170
0.2168

0.2170
0.2170
0.2170
0.2170

0.2170

0.2170
0.3450
0.3450
0.3449
0.3450
0.3450
0.3450
0.34s1

0.3451

0.34sr
0.351s
0.351s
0.3514
0.351s
0.3515

0.3515

0.3515

0.3515

0.3515

0.4338
0.4338
0.4336
0.4338
0.4338
0.4338
0.4340

0.4340

0.4340

0.3941
0.394r
0.3940
0.3941
0.3941
0.3941
0.394r

0.3941

0.3941
0.5624
0.5624
0.5623
0.5624
0.5624
0.5624
0.5626

0.5626

0.5626
0.6728

0.6728

0.6727
0.6728
0.6728

0.6728
0.6728

0.6728

0.6728
0.7880
0.7880
0.7879
0.7880
0.7880
0.7880
0.7882

0.1882

0.7882

1.3077 i.6530
1.3077 1.6530

1.3080 1.6534
1.3077 I .6530
1.3077 1.6530

1.3080 1.6534
1.3159 r.6646

1.3079 1.6540

1.3332 1.7160
1.3331 1.7160
r.3334 1.7170
1.3332 r.7 t60
1 .3332 r.7 t61
1.3335 1.7165
l.34tt 1.7305

1.3332 1.720r

1.420s 1.680s

1.420s 1.680s

1.4208 1 .6810
1.4205 1.6805

1.4205 1.6805

1.4208 L6809
1.4285 1.6921

r.4209 1.6818

r.4316 1.7509
1.43t6 1.7509
1.4319 1.7520
1.4316 1.7509
r.4316 r.7509
1.4319 1.75t3
1.4393 r.7655

1.4316 1.7ss4

0.20.1

0.10.2

0.20.2



0.30.1 Exact [45]
Refine
Rao [26]
EVP2(16)
EVP2(8)
EVP2(4)
FSDT(5/6)

FSDT(r2l12)

CLPT
Exact [45]
Refine
Rao [26]
EVP2(16)
EVP2(8)
EVP2(4)
FSDT(s/6)

FSDT(r2l12)

CLPT
Exact [45]
Refine
Rao [26]
EVP2(16)
EVP2(8)
EVP2(4)
FSDr(5/6)

FSDT(r2l12)

CLPT

0.1 888

0.1 888

0.1 887

0.1 888

0.1 888

0.1888
0.1 884

0.1 882

0.2010
0.2180
0.2180
0.2180
0.2180
0.2180
0.2181

0.2r78

0.2173

0.2671

0.3320
0.3320
0.3320
0.3320
0.3320
0.3321
0.3310

0.3302

0.4t12

0.4953 0.7600
0.49s3 0.7600

0.49sr 0.7598

0.4953 0.7600
0.4953 0.7600
0.49s3 0.7600

0.49s4 0.7609

0.4954 0.7609

0.4954 0.7609
0.5029 0.9728
0.s029 0.9728
0.5028 0.9727
0.5029 0.9728
0.5029 0.9728
05029 0.9728
0.5030 0.9728

0.5030 0.9728

0.s030 0.9728
0.6504 l.t 8l4
0.6504 1 .1 814

0.6502 1 .l 813

0.6504 1.r814
0.6504 1.1814

0.6504 1.1814

0.6510 r.1822

0.6510 t.1822

0.6510 1.1822

1 .37 65 1 .81 15

1.3765 1.81i5
t.3768 1 .81 33

1.376s 1.8115

1.3765 1.811s

1.3768 1.8r 19

1.3841 I .8306

1.3165 1.8204

r.s778 r.7334
1.5711 1 .1334
I .5781 1.1340
1.5777 1.7334
r.5778 1.7334

1.5780 1.7338
1.58s7 1.7450

1.s783 1 .7353

1.s737 1.9289
1.5731 1.9289
1.5740 1.931 1

1.5737 r.9289
1.5738 1.9290
1_5740 1.9294
1.5812 1.9480

r.5737 1.9389

0.10.3

0.30.3

Notes:

* In headings I-A through III-4, roman numerals I through III denote the f,rrst through
third modes, while "A" or "S" denotes antisymmetric or symmetric modes of vibration.
"Refine" denotes anal¡ical method using propagator matrix
"EVP2" denotes quadratic three node finite elements through the thickness. Number in
brackets is number of elements used through the entire thickness.
"FSDT" denotes first order shear deformation theory. Number in brackets is shear

correction coeffi cient.
"CLPT" denotes classical laminated plate theory.
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zlh

Exact Refine Rao Exact Refine Rao

t4sl [4s]
First antisymmetric thickness mode (I-A)
0.5 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
0.4 0.6963 0.6963 0.6963 0.7644 0.7644 0.7644
0.3 0.46s0 0.4650 0.4649 0.ss32 0.5s320.5s32
0.2 0.2838 0.2838 0.2838 0.3595 0.3595 0.3594
0.1 0.1343 0.1343 0.t342 0.1770 0.1770 0.r769
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Table 4.4 Yariations of stresses and displacements across thickness of a homogeneous orthotropic plate in free vibration
(mWa: nh/b: 0.3)

u/u(O.5) v/v(O.5)

Exact Refine Rao

14sl

w/w(O.5)

1.0000 1.0000
1.0054 1.0054
r.0083 1.0083

1.0096 1.0096
1.0r02 1.0102
l .0103 1 .0103

Exact Refine Rao Exact Refine Rao Exact Refrne Rao

[4s] [4s] [4s]
.ì

0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.3943 0.3943 0.3942 0.3835 0.3835 0.3835 1.5685 1.5685 1.5685
0.673 8 0.67 38 0.67 37 0.6632 0.6632 0.6632 2.0482 2.0482 2.0482
0.8595 0.8595 0.8594 0.8534 0.8534 0.8534 r.7657 r.7657 1.76s7
0.9655 0.9655 0.9655 0.9638 0.9638 0.9638 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 r.0000 r.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

.0000

.0054

.0082

r*rlr*r(0)

L0096
1.0r02
I .0103

rrrlrrt(O) orr/or.(0.I)
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Figure 4.2a:Yafiations of displacements through the thickness for first bending mode

of vibration of the orthotropic plate in Example 1
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Figure 4.2b:Yariations of stresses through thickness for first bending mode

of vibration of the orthotropic plate in Example I
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Figure 4.3a:Yariafions of displacements through the thickness for first extensional

mode of vibration of the orthotropic plate in Example I
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Figure 4.3b:Yariations of stresses through thickness for first extensional
mode of vibration of the orthotropic plate in Example I
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5

10

20
25
50

100

CLPT

15.902

Table 4.5 Comparison of non-dimensional fundamental frequencies, f), of cross-ply square plates

8.299
8.738
8.853
8.867
8.885

8.890

FSDT(s/6)

5.501
10.862
I 5. 160

17.684
18.096
18.701

18.864

oo

Ioo/goo/goo/oo]

Notes:

"Refine" denotes anal¡ical method using propagator matrix
"EVP2" denotes quadratic three node finite elements through the thickness. Number in brackets is number of elements used through
the entire thickness.
"FSDT" denotes first order shear deformation theory. Number in brackets is shear correction coefficient.
"CLPT" denotes classical laminated plate theory.

FSDT(n2lr2) EVP2(S)

s.47 | s.3r7
10.820 10.683

15.r27 15.069
17.670 17.636
18.086 18.055
r 8.699 18.670
18.863 18.835

Rao [26] Refine

5.306 5.315
t0.675 10.682
15.066 1 5.069
t7.634 17.636
18.054 18.055

18.669 18.670

18.834 18.835

CLPT

8.607
10.721

FSDT(s/6)

5.212
8.840
10.484
r L091
lt.t73
It.285
1 1.313

I .154
|.269
r.283
t.302
t.307

FSDT(r2l12)

5.r87
8.821

[0"/90I

0.476
1.089
1.171
1.284
1.3 13

EVP2(8)

4.955
8.528
t0.337
tt.037
tl.l32
r1.264
11.297

Rao [26] Refine

4.952 4.953
8.520 8.527
10.336 10.336
1 1.040 tt.037
11.135 rt.r32
rr.268 ll.264
11.301 11.297



Table 4.6 Variations of stresses and displacements across the thickness of a cross-ply [0"/90?90"/0I
square plate in free vibration for which a / h: 10 and mla: n/b = 0. 1

z/h

Refine Rao Refine Rao
First antisymmetric thickness mode (l-A)

0.5 1.0000 1 .0000 1.0000 i.0000
0.4 0.7274 03270 0.7846 0,7843
0.3 0.5045 0.5040 0,5719 0.5715
0.2 0.3249 0.3245 0.3640 0.3636
0.1 0.1621 0.1618 0.1760 0.1758
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Second antisymmetric thickness mode (II-A)
0.5 1.0000 I.0000 L0000 1.0000
0.4 09296 0.9363 0.9393 0.9389
0.3 0.8047 0.8141 0.760t 0.7595
0.2 0.6132 0.62t6 0.5142 0.5139
0.1 0.3295 0.3344 0.2627 0.2625
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Third antisymmetric thickness mode (III-A)
0.5 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
0.4 0.9664 0.9662 0.9691 0.9636
0.3 0.8634 0.8629 0.8002 0.7913
0.2 0.6728 0.6723 0.5485 0.5398
0.1 0.3660 0.36s7 0.282s 0.2771
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Second symmetric thickness mode (II-S)

u/u(0.5) v/v(0.5)

oo
NJ

w/w(O.5)

Refine

.0000

.0018

.0030

.0038

.0042

.0044

Rao

.0000

.0006

.0009

.0011

.0013

.0013

Refine Rao

0.0000 0.0000
0.4951 0.4954
0.8491 0.8494
0.9878 0.9879
0.9970 0.9970
1.0000 1.0000

0.0000 0.0000
0.2398 0.2364
0.4504 0.4459
0.6985 0.6953
0.9222 0.9213
1.0000 1.0000

0,0000 0.0000
0.2264 0.2266
0.4373 0.4376
0.6910 0.6913
0.91 95 0.9195
1.0000 1.0000

r*./r*r(0.3)
0.0000 0.0000
0.4918 0.4920
1.0000 r.0000
1.0275 t.0270
0.5241 0.5237
0.0000 0.0000

rrrlr*.(0)

0.s 1.0000
0.4 1.0210
0.3 1.0771
0.2 1.1689
0. r 1.2370
0 1.2600

1.0000
0.8784
0.7389
0.6t24
0.5244
0.4939

1.0000
0.9764
0.9198
0.8218
0.7269
0.6939

rtrhrr(0)
Refine Rao

0.0000 0.0000
0.0657 0.0655
0.1r49 0.1143
0.4523 0.4s18
0.8653 0.8652
1.0000 i.0000

0.0000 0.0000
0.3908 0.3909
0.7334 0.7334
0.9179 0.9r78
0.9792 0.9792
1.0000 1.0000

0.0000 0.0000
0.3 817 0.3 861

0.72s3 0.7285
0.9133 0.9144
0.9782 0.9786
1.0000 1.0000

rrrlryr(O.3)

0,0000 0.0000
0.s090 0.5095
1.0000 1.0000
0.9748 0.9743
0.4800 0.4796
0.0000 0.0000

.0000 1.0000 1.0000

.0189 0.9847 0.983 1

.0732 0.9334 0.9308

.163s 0.8632 0.8600

.2306 0.82r5 0.8179
,2533 0.8078 0.8040

1.0000 r.0000
0.8312 0.8485
0.6254 0.6563
0.4345 0.5064
0.3017 0.4248
0.2532 0.3944

1,0000 1.0000
0.8233 0.8306
0.6314 0.6400
0.4278 0.4286
0.2160 0.2r4r
0.0000 0.0000

or.lorr(0.1)

Refine Rao

0.0000 0.0000
1.3759 |.3767
1.8675 1,8682
1.7128 1.7130
1.0000 1.0000
0.0000 0.0000

0.0000 0.0000
r.6266 1.5700
2.1603 2.1054
1.7970 1.7802
I .0000 1.0000
0.0000 0.0000

0.0000 0.0000
|.1507 1.1933
1.7039 r.7483
1.6527 t.6666
1.0000 1.0000
0.0000 0.0000

0.0000 0.0000
0.3729 0.3617
0.6593 0.6470
0.8668 0.8569
1.0000 L0000
L0461 I.0508



Table 4.7 Nondimensionalized fundamental frequencies, f), for simply supported,

symmetric cross-ply square laminated plates where a lh: 5

Lamination and

Number of Layers

Ioo/9oo],

Ioo/goo/oo],

lo'lgo'lo'lgoo/ool,

3

3 D Elasticity [a3] 6.6185

Refine 6.5767

Rao [26] 6.5712
EVP2(8) 6.s167

FSDT(5/6) 6.s69s

FSDT(r2ll2) 6.5612

CLPT 7.2994

3 D Elasticiry l43l 6.6468

Refine 6.6002
Rao [26] 6.6032

EVP2(10) 6.6002

FSDT(5/6) 6.s897

FSDT(r2ll2) 6.5816

CLPT 7.2994

3 D Elasticity [a3] 6.6600

Refine 6.6095

Rao [26] 6.6140

EVP2(9) 6.6095

FSDT(5/6) 6.s960

FSDT(r2ll2) 6.5880

CLPT 7.2994

Source Et/Ez

10

8.2103

8.2770

8.1 698

8.2771

8.2982

8.2194

10.3159

8.5223

8.4617

8.4383

8.4618

8.4854

8.4674

10.31 s9

8.6080

8.542r
8.5423

8.5422

8.5423

8.5245

10.3159

20

9.5603

9.4990
9.2515
9.4992
9.5671

9.531s

13.5108

9.9480

9.8769

9.8248
9.8770
9.9689

9.9394

13.5108

1 0.1 368

10.0584

r 0.0s45

10.0586

10.0837

10.0s41

13.5108

30

10.2723

10.2062

9.859s

10.2066

10.3258

10.2889

16.0840

10.7850

10.1015

10.6436

t0.7078
10.8683

10.8302

16.0840

10.0525

10.966s

10.9624

10.9668

1 1.0146

10.9759

r6.0840

40

10.7515

10.6822

10.2681

10.6828

10.8540

10.81t7

r8.2989

11.3435

11.26t8
11.1956

lt.2621
1 1.4836

11.4389

r8.2989

I 1.6698

r1.5789
1 1.5808

11.5792

It.645l

11.5994

r8.2989

Notes:
Total sum ofthe thicknesses ofthe 0o and 90o layers are equal.

"Refine" denotes anal¡ical method using propagator matrix
"EVP2" denotes quadratic three node finite elements through the thickness. Number in
brackets is number of elements used through the entire thickness.
"FSDT" denotes first order shear deformation theory. Number in brackets is shear
correction coeffi cient.
"CLPT" denotes classical laminated plate theory.
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Table 4.8 Non-dimensionalized fundamental frequencies, f), for simply supported,

antisymmetric cross-ply square laminated plates where a lh:5
Lamination and Source

Number of Layers 3

[0o/900]r 3 D Elasticitv [a3] 6.2578

Refine 6.2317

Rao [26] 6.2336

EVP2(8) 6.2317

FSDT(5/6) 6.208s

FSDT(ri2ll2) 6.2020
' CLPT 6.7706

[0"/90"]2 3 D Elasticity [a3] 6.5455

Refine 6.5044
Rao [26] 6.514s
EVP2(8) 6.s044
FSDT(5/6) 6.s043

FSDT(r2ll2) 6.4966

CLPT ].1690

[0o/90o]3 3 D Elasticity [a3] 6.6100

Refine 6.5638

Rao [26] 6.5712
EvPz(rz) 6.5638

FSDT(5/6) 6.ss69

FSDT(r2ll2) 6.5491

CLPT 7.2416

[0o/90o]5 3 D Elasticiry [43] 6.6458

Refine 6.5955

Rao [26] 6.6019

EVP2(10) 6.s9ss
FSDT(5/6) 6.s837

FSDT(ri2ll2) 6.5751

CLPT 7.2786

Et/Ez

i0
6.9845

6.9s55
6.9740

6.9s56

6.9392

6.9301

7'.1419

8.1445

8.0928

8.1483

8.0928

8.2246

8.2090

9.7193

8.4143

8.3549

8.3858

8.3549

8.4183

8.4015

10.0537

8.5625

8.4970

8.5164

8.4970

8.5r32

8.49s8

10.2220

20

7.6745

7.6427

7.7138

7.6430

7.7060

7.6934

8.8554

9.40ss

9.3453

9.4675

9.3455

9.6885

9.6627

12.4167

9.8398

9.7695

9.8353

9.7696

9.9427

9.9148

13.0584

10.0843

10.0064

10.0440

10.0065

10.0638

10.0348

13.3492

30

8.r763

8.1423

8.2770

8.1428

8.3211

8.3052

9.8337

1 0.1 650

r 0.0998

10.2731

i 0.1 002

10.61 98

10.58s6

t4.72s0

10.6958

10.6190

r0.7117
10.6191

1 1.0146

10.9759

16.0839

11.0027

10.9173

10.9698

10.917s

I 1.0058

r0.9616

15.8722

40

8.s625

8.5269

8.7266

8.5217

8.8333

8.8142

10.7209

10.6798

10.61l1

10.8219

10.6117

11.2708

11.2298

16.6726

11.2728

1 1.1918

11.30s2

11.1919

rr.5264

11.4824

17.5899

tl.6245

1 1.5341

1r.5992
11.5343

11.6444

l 1.s990

r 8.0460
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Table 4.9 Comparison of non-dimensional frequencies, f), of an antisymmetric

(0o/90o/core/0o/90o) sandwich plate where a I h: 100, a I b : I and t./ t¡: 10

m Considering G¡3 and Gz¡ of stiff layers

I
I
I

¿

2
.|
L

J
aJ
aJ

1

2
a
J

1

2

3

1

2

3

CLPT

r6.29s3
45.1106

96.4483
45.1106
65.r473
rr0.6399
96.4483
r10.6399
146.4546

FSDT(s/6)

r6.268s
44.8707

95.3040
44.8701

64.7224
109.3181

95.3040
109.3 I 81

144.3384

FSDT(î2/12)

16.2681
44.8675

9s.2891'
44.867s
64.7169

109.3009

95.289r
109.3009

144.311r

EVP2(s)

1 1.9405

23.4015
36.1425
23.4015
30.9429
4r.4466
36.t425
41.4466
49.7609

EVP2(14)

1 1.9405

23.4015

36.1425
23.4015
30.9429
41.4466

36.1425
41.4466

49.7609

Rao [26]

11.9s92
23.4676

36.26s9
23.4673
31.0375
41.5888
36.2661
41.5884
49.9378

Refine

I 1.940s

23.40t5
36.1425
23.4015
30.9429
41.4466

36.1425
41.4466

49.1609

Table 4.10 Comparison of non-dimensional frequencies, f), of an antisymmetric

(0o/90o/corel}ol90o) sandwich plate where a I h : 10, a I b : 1 and t"/ t¡: 10

m Considering G¡3 and Gz¡ of stiff layers

1

I
1

2

2

2
a)
I
J

a
J

I
z
a
J

I
2
a
J

I
2
a
J

CLPT

16.0224

43.2902

89.0968

43.2902

61.0874

t00.0424

89.0968

r00.0424

r28.0226

FSDT(s/6)

13.9936

31.1052
51.9371

31.1052
42.2336

59.4927

51.9371

59.4927

72.8386

FSDT(r2l12)

13.9716

31.0057

51.7074

31.0057

42.0838
s9.2323

51.7074

59.2323

72.4960

EVP2(14)

1.8480

3.2199

5.2245

3.2t99
4.2903

6.096r
5.2245

6.0961

7.6801

Rao [26]

1.8548

3.230r
5.2376

3.2301

4.3024
6.1 1 01

s.2376

6. I 101

1.69s1

Refine

1.8480

3.2199

5.2243

3.2199

4.2902
6.09s8

s.2243

6.0958

7.6796
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Table 4.11 Comparison of non-dimensional fundamental frequencies, f), of an

antisymmetric (0o/90o/core/0o/90o) sandwich plate where a I b: 1 and t. / t¡: 1g

CLPT FSDT(5/6) FSDT(r2l12) EVP2(14) EVP2(28) Refinealh

L

+

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

11.9121

14.7731

16.0224

t6.2279
16.2668

16.2805

16.2868

16.2903

16.2924

16.2937

r6.2946
16.2953

s.3279

9.2003

13.9936

15.6067

15.978s

t6.tt57
16.1806,

16.2162

16.2318

16.2519

16.2616

16.2685

5.297s

9.161 5

13.9716

1s.5989.

15.9148

16.1136

16.1792

16.2153

16.2371

16.2513

16.2612

16.2681

0.1142

0.9363

1.8480

3.4790

5.0371

6.4634

7.7355

8.8492
9.81 l 8

10.6368

1 1.3408

I L9400

0.7141

0.9363

1.8480

3.4791

5.0371

6.4634

7.7355

8.8492

9.81 18

10.6368

i 1.3408

1 1.9400

0.1141

0.9363

1.8480

3.479r
5.0371

6.4634

7.1355

8.8492
9.81 1 8

10.6368

1 1.3408

1 1.9400

Table 4.12 Comparison of non-dimensional fundamental frequencies, f), of an

antisymmetric (0o/90olcorel}ol90o) sandwichplate where alb: I and a/h: l0

t"ltr CLPT FSDT(5/6) FSDT(r2ll2) EVP2(14) EVP2(2S) Refine

4 15.7s14

10 16.0224

20 15.0489

30 14.0326

40 13.1555

50 12.4104

100 9.9357

14.0339

13.9936

13.0147

12.0887

r1.3097
10.6561

8.5148

t4.0t47
13.9716

12.9929

12.0680

11.2902

r0.637s
8.4998

1.9085

1.8480

2.1307

2.3321

2.4690

2.5658
2.7875

1.9084

1.8480

2.T301

2.3321

2.4690

2.s658
2.7875

1.9084

1.8480

2.1307

2.3321

2.4690

2.5658

2.7815
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Table 4.13 Comparison of non-dimensional fundamental frequencies, f), of an

antisymmetric (0o/90o lcorel}o l90o) sandwich plate where t" I t¡ : l0 and a I h: l0

alb

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

5.0

CLPT FSDT(5/6) FSDT(r2l12) EVp2(14) EVp2(28) Refìne

44.6484

16.0224

11.9740

10.8226

10.2754

9.8996

5.33 88

39.8r38
13.9936

9.6044

7.7763

6.6207

5.7708

3.7714

39.7601

13.9716

9.5817

7.7514

6.s949
5.7453

3.7505

5.7326

1.8480

1.090s

0.80s0

0.6628

0.5805

0.4496

5.7326

1.8480

1.0905

0.8050

0.6627

0.s80s

0.4495

5.7326

1.8464

1.0900

0.8048

0.6621

0.5804

0.4494
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Figure 4.5a:Yariations of displacements through thickness from first bending

mode of vibration of (0o/90o/core/0o/90) sandwich plate in Example 5
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Figure 4.5b Yariations of stresses through thickness from first bending

mode of vibration of (0oi90olcore/0o/90) sandwich plate in Example 5
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Table 4.14 comparison of non-dimensional frequencies, f), of an orthotropic
homogeneous plate

where a/h: l00,alb: l, and D¿¿: D

Neglecting Gl¡ and Gzg

CLPT

397.834

6s8.629

941.089

596.469

795.667

1045.810

837.516

981.022

I 193.s00

FSDr(s/6)

397.834
658.629

94r.089
s96.469
795.667

1045.810

827.516
981.022

1 193.500

397.834

.658.629
941.089

s96.469

79s.667

1045.810

827.516

981.022

1193.500

397.829

658.601

941.003

596.462

795.632

1045.710

827.507

980.979

1193.380

397.829

658.601

941.003

596.462

795.634
1045.7t0
827.509

980.981

I 193.390

FSDT(n'll2) EVP2(5) Refine
I

I
'|
t

2

2

2
a
J

a
J

a
J

I
.¿

aJ

I
2
a
J

I
¿

3

Notes:

First frequency is zero, these are results for lowest non-zero frequency
"Refine" denotes anal¡ical method using propagator matrix
"EVP2" denotes quadratic three node finite elements through the thickness. Number in
brackets is

number of elements used through the entire thickness.
"FSDT" denotes first order shear deformation theory. Number in b¡ackets is shear
correction coefficient.
"CLPT" denotes classical laminated plate theory.
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mode of vibration of orthotropic homogeneous plate neglecting Daa and D55 in Example 6
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mode of vibration of orthotropic homogeneous plate neglecting Daa and D55 in Example 6
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recommendations

Four different models of composite, laminated plate vibration were investigated.

The novel solution approach, an exact method using the propagator matrix method, was

developed and numerical results agree with other published exact solutions. This method

is also computationally efficient because only a linear increase in computational effort

occurs with an increase in the number of layers. This is in contrast to the Raleigh-Ritz

procedure, as well the traditional formulation of solving the eigenvalue problem, both of
which yield an increase in computational effort that is proportional to the square of the

number of layers or elements analyzed. Classical laminate plate theory, although

computationally the most efficient, yields poor estimates of the lowest natural frequency

which is a bending mode, but it is as accurate as the first order shear deformation theory

for the natural frequencies corresponding to the extensional modes. Solutions from the

first order shear deformation theory yield good estimates of the lowest 3 frequencies for a

homogeneous plate. In general, equivalent single layer theories are more accurate when

either a homogeneous plate or a plate with many laminates is studied. Their accuracy is

higher for thin plates rather than thick plates. The same is true for the results from the

Raleigh-Ritztype approximation. Accuracy for the approximate numerical methods

decreases when the material stiffness in one direction is very large in proportion to

material stiffness in another direction, or when the relative stiffnesses of different

material layers vary. For a sandwich plate, the accuracy of the equivalent single layer

theories increases as the plate becomes more uniform when the ratio /" / /, increases.

Varying the aspect ratio a / b of aplate does not seem to affect the accuracy of the

solutions for the approximate theories. A zero fundamental frequency, coffesponding to a

rigid body displacement eigenvector, was discovered for an orthotropic material with

negligible shear material constants, Doo md D,..

The results from the exact theory, using the propagator matrix method, should be

compared to experimental results for validation. A problem proposed by Rao [26] i.e. - a
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(0o/90o/corel}o/90o) sandwich plate where the 0o and 90o orthotropic layers have

negligible shear material constants, should be solved.
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Appendix A

Transformation of material coefficients

4.1 Three dimensional strain-stress to stress-strain material coefficients relations

,4'.1.1 Orthotropic material

The strain-stress elastic constitutive relationship for an orthotropic material is

given by Jones, [3] as
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The stress-strain elastic constants, D,,, for an

Reddy, [37] as

orthotropic material are given by

oß

o,",

o--

o.,,

oü
o-,

The strain-stress material constants given in the square matrix in equation (4.1)

can be transformed to the stress-strain material constants, D,,, given in equation (4.3) by

using the following relationships given by Reddy, [37]

Dn Dn D't:.

Dn Dn Drt

Dß Dn Drt
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4.1.2 Isotropic material

The strain-stress elastic constitutive relationship for an isotropic material is given
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(4.8a)

(A.8b)

(A.8c)

where E is Young's modulus. It is the same in the x, y and z directions. Constant y is

Poisson's ratio, which is defined as the ratio of transverse strain to the axial strain when

stressed in the axial direction. Constant p is the shear modulus and it is the same in the

!2, xz and xy planes. For an isotropic material, there are only two independent

constants. The above three constants described can be related to one another by the

following equation:

Ett: zo+ò. (4.7)

The coefficients, Q, used in equation (4.3) can be stated in terms of the

constants, v and þ,ãs

Dr, : Drr: Dtz =
z¡t(t- v)

(t-zv)

2ltvDtz: Dtt: Dzt =

Dto = Drr: Duu

(r-zv)

-p.
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,A'.2 Two dimensional strain-stress to stress-strain material coefficients relations

4.2.1 Orthotropic material in plane stress

The strain-stress elastic constitutive relationship for an orthotropic material in

plane stress is given by Reddy, [37] as

[l v,, I| _ _ t¿ |

fu*l lt, !, lf,*lt l t "? + ll":! (Ae)
1:," l= | 

-7' E2 ll"- |lr,) | 1 llo'jL ""1
where the stresses a,_, o* and o., are zero and the strains y_, and T,r, are also zero.

Strain e,, is not zero but it is given by

",,=-+o--þo"". (A.io)
EtE2Y

The strain-stress relationship in equation (4.9) can be inverted to the following

stress-strain relationship for an orthotropic material in a state of plane stress

f'-I le,, e,, If'-j
\o*l =1Q,, Ø, 

11 
o, | (A.11)

f"J I s,,)lr,t
where the material constants Q,,, called the plane-stress reduced stiffnesses, are given by

Reddy, [37] as
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When the transverse shear stresses o-,

appended with, [37]

and o-, are included, equation (4.11) should be

(4.r3)

where

(A.laa)

(A.14b)

4.3 Transformation of material coefficients for transverse fiber orientation

4.3.1 Orthotropic material

Material coefficients, D¡, for an orthotropic material in the x' axis can be transformed to

the material coefficients, D* for the material referenced to the x axis. The positive

rotation about the z axis, where the angle of the rotation is á, is illustrated in Figure A.1.

Figure 4.1: Laminate with off-axis fiber orientation

{;:} =ln" n,,l{;:}

Qoo = Grr: Doo

Q,,:G,,:D,,
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The following formulas, which transform the material coefficients D, rc Dr, are given

by Reddy, [37] as

D,r: D,coso á+ 2(Drr+2Duu)cos2 0sinz 0+ Drrsino 0 (4.15a)

Drr:Q, cosa 0+Z(Drr* Drr-4Duu)cosz 0sinz g+Drrsino d (4.15b)

D,: Drtcos' 0+ Drrsin2 0 (A'15c)

D,u = (4, - Drr-2Qu)cos3 0sing+(2o** D,r- Drr)cos?sin3 0 (A.l5d)

Drr: Drrcosa 0+2(D,r+2Duu)cos'esin' 0+ Drrsina 0 (4.15e)

Dr, : D, cos' 0 + D, sin2 0 (A' 1 5Ð

Dru =(Drr- Drr+ZD*)cos' Psiná*(D,, - Drr -2Duu)cos?sin3 I (A.l59)

Dr, = Drt (A' 15i)

D* = (D,, - Drr)cos? sin? (4.15j)

Doo:Qocos2 0+Drrsin2á (A.l5k)

Du = (Dr, - Doo)cos? sin? (4.151)

Du = D, cos' o + Doo sinz o (4.15m)

Duu=(D,, + D22-2D12-2Duu)cos'esin' d+Duu(coso 0+sino e) . (A.l5n)

For a cross-ply plate, when the laminates are rotated at a right angle, 0 = 90" and the

above material coefficients simplify to

D,,: D,,

D,,: D,,

Drt: D^

Dru=0

D,,: D,,

D,,: D,,

Dru =0

Dr, = D,

Dtu=0
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(A.r6j)

(A.l6k)

(A.161)

(4.16m)

^.3.2 
Orthotropic material in plane stress

For an orthotropic material in a state of plane stress the following formulas, which

transform the material coefficienrs Q, to 0u, *" given by Reddy, [37] as

Qr, = Qrrcoso 9+ 2(9,, +ZQuu)sin2 0cosz 0 + Ørsino I (4.17a)

0,, -- (9,, + Qzz - 4Quu)sin2 0 cosz 0 + Qrr(sino e + coso 0) (A'17b)

O* : (er, - e,, -2Qu)sin7cos3 0 *(9,, - Ø, +2Q*)sin3 dcosá (A.l7c)

Qrr= Qrrcos'á+ 2(8r*2Quu)sinz 0cosz 0+Qrrsina d (4.17d)

Øu = (Q,, - Q,r-2Quu)sin3 0cos0 + (Q,, - Ø, +2Q*)sindcos3 d (4.17e)

O* =(Q,,+Qzz-ZQ,r-28*)sin' gcost 0+ Quu(sino e+coso e) (4.17Ð

Ooo : Qoo cos2 0 + g, sinz 0 (4. i 79)

00, : (Qu - Qoo)coso sin? (4.17h)

0rr=Qrrcos'e+Qoosinz0. (A.l7i)

For a cross-ply plate, when the laminates are rotated at a right angle, 0 :90" and the

above material coefficients reduce to
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Appendix B

Supplement to Chapter 2 - Analytical method

Equations pertinent to Chapter 2 are presented here. This appendix contains

intermediate equations and steps that are referenced in Chapter 2.

Substituting equations (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4) into the equilibrium equation (2.1)

yields

d-

0

0 ây âx

The equation above reduces to the

(2.s).

system of differential

(B.1)

equations given by equation

+ drc,,z)(or * duc,')+ dr' (8.2a)
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From equation (2.14), setting 7"to

ld, 
* d,',,'

'" 
: -l d3 d, + duc,, 

1

and solving for þ,and V,yields

,, = _l_00,,:,:, 
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d¿cu

,, = -ld'+ 
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To construct vector {¡, }, the displacement components of equati on (2.7) can be

expressed in matrix form as

1",) [cosløx¡sin(Ñy) 1løtr>)

1 ", f = | 'in(ux)cos(Ny) llrf'>f (8.3)
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t tv¡
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Assembling equations (8.2a), (8.2b), and (B.2c) into vector form yields equation (2.15).

The three components of stress contained in {4 } can be expressed, according to

equation (2.3), as

(8.4)

(8.5)

on (2.4) as
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Construct

(8.6) into

and

ing vector {f, } defined

equation (2.17) yields

cos(¡4x) srn(-IVI)

0

-DrrM sin(Mx)sin(1Vy)

D* cos(Mx) sln@fl(
oz

0

0
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in equation (2.17) by substituting equation (8.3) and

u¡

v.
I

a ,ri
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jvtztl.
lrQ))

â
Transferring the i operator from the matrix to the right hand side vector in

oZ

(8.7) and canceling the transcendental functions yields equation (2.18).

(8.7)

equation

From equation (2.56), the corresponding stress and displacement eigenvectors can

be obtained by letting zl, equal unity. Consequently

Ipß r,iIf",ì f-r;I
lp,i P,î 11,, j 

: 
1-"; J

so that, solving for v, and wr, yields

(8.8)

(8.9a)

(B.eb)EFÍ-,T*

Substituting equations (8.9a) and (B.9b) and (2, = 1) into the vector of stresses

displacements in equation (2.17) at the first interface (i = 1) yields equation (2.58).

Pß -Pr"'l
P,I -P,",1 p^T pS - pßp:,
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Appendix C

Derivation of propagator matrix for isotropic material

Elastic material constants in the stress-strain relationship given in equation (2.3) for an

isotropic material can be reduced to

Dr, = Dr, = Ds3 ='!(' ^ ?(r-2v)

Dtz: Drr= Dr.r:;,2þ! ,(r-2v)

Dqd = Dss: Doe = lt .

Substituting these relations into the governing system of differential

yields, after simplif,rcation [44],

(C.1a)

(c.lb)

(C.1c)

equations (2.9)

ó(") | lo

(C.3a)

(c.3b)
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-ut -ñr
I-2v l-2v

where v is Poisson's ratio, p is the shear modulus, Z

l-2v

l-2v

.d
ls 

-ranodz

Taking the determinant of the left hand side matrix in equation (C.2) and setting it to zero

yields two single (tr: @\ua two repeated roots

/ l-- ^-------;\
[tr= ^!g'-,f )of L for the solution to the characteristic equation. To obtain the

eigenvector corresponding to the repeated root r, assume a solution in the form
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(c.4)

eigenvector yields, after

(c.s)

two solutions for the
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side matrix is one and, therefore,

obtain the

øØ) fø,
,tr@l= 

1v,
zQ)) lt,
in order toSubstitution into equation (C.2)

simolification-

The rank of the Ieft hand

eigenvectors are possible.
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lr,1 l''J I'J
By changing +r to -r in equation (C.4), the eigenvectors are

| ø-,) f-'iol i 'û l
1,,l=l-æ|ana li'l ç7)
lr-,) ls') loJ

A similar routine is followed for obtaining the eigenvectors corresponding to the single

double root *s after adopting the following solution

| ør'>l f ø, l

lvtrll = l, lt" . (C.s)

rzr'j) lr",)
Substituting the above equation into equation (C.2) yields
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I to' ¡/, - r' )1,,) LoJ

The rank of the above left hand side matrix is two so that only one eigenvector is

possible. That is,

lll



f '' 
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lrl=1il
By changing +s to -s in equation (C.8), the eigenvector corresponding to -s is

i, 'l fy,l
lw-'f:1 t l
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(c.11)
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Therefore, the vector of functions of z contained in equation (2.21) can be rewritten as
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where matrices [A] ana lnf">] are redef,rned as
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Vector {,a} is the same as that used in equation (2.24) of Chapter 2. It is defined as

{l}' = (1, A, A, A4 As Ar).

eo

ett
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Matrix [C] is the same as that defined in equation (2.20) of Chapter 2. Using the elastic

constants' normalized to the shear modulus p contained in equations (C.la) through

(C.lc), matrix [G] can be redefìned as

0 0 00 0

I
2t

0 00 0
2(1- v)

icl=
---:!-ír --,tY. ñ o o o 2(1-v)

(t -2v) (1-2v) (r-2v) . (c.16)

0
2v

0 0 M l0 0

0 0 N 01 0

0 0 100 0

The definition of the propagator matrix for the i th sub-layer for an isotropic material is
the same as that defined in equations (2.29) and (2.29).Hence

{8,.,}=14l{4} (c.17)

= lcllnlla e)ll, =,,|[G]l¡lll 
-' 

(c. 1 8)

where

and

{a,}' : (u, v¡ o,,i

The matrices lø] , lÇe)], and iC] are defined

respectively. Multiplying matrices [C] ana lø]

[ ¿ ] : lcll?)l E Øll, 
=,, * o,l 

n e)l-' 
I " _- [l " 

]t nll -'

a -i a "y¡ .,) (C.l9)

in equations (C.13), (C.14), and (C.16),

yields

lcll¡/1=

,it -ru ¡/ ¡/ M iç4

,ñ -rñ -M -tçr ¡/ ¡/
2g', -2gt, 0 0 ,, + g, ,, + g,

(r' + g')M (r' + g,)tvr ,ñ -rñ ZsM _2sM

(r' + g')ñ (r' + g')ñ -rût ,fu 2sñ -2sñ
g'g'00.r_.s

The six by six propagator matrix in equation (C.lS) for an isotropic material can be
multiplied with the propagator matrix in equation (2.2g) for an orthotropic material to get
the frequency equation and eigenvecto¡s for a plate with both isotropic and orthotropic

(c.20)
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sub-layers. The frequency equation is the

eigenvector is the same as equation (2.34).

same as equation (2.33) and the initial

rt4



Appendix D

Derivation of frequency equation and propagator matrix for orthotropic material

having negligable D¿¿ and Dss

D.1 Governing equations

The governing set of differential equations is given in equation (2.9). TakinEDqq

and Dss as zelo, the following constants in equations (2.10) are redefined as

d, = pa2 - DrrlÇl' - DuuÑ' @.la)

d,:-í,tÑ(oo+n*) @.1b)

do: ilD,, (D.lc)

d, = pat2 - Duui[', - DrrÑ' @.ld)

d, = ÑDr, (D.le)

dr: pa:z (D.1Ð

d, = Drr' (D'lg)

Substituting of the above constants into the goveming differential equation (2.9) yields

the following

d3 doL

ds drL

-drL dr+drl)

and the second ro

r'i1l:{:}
llzr,>) LoJ

wby do and su

la,
lo'
l-doL

Multiplying the f,rrst row by d,

from the first row yields

where

Substitution of equation (D.3) into (D.2) yields

. (D.2)

btracting the second row

(D.3)V@): R'Ø(")

, -(drd, 
-drdo)

"t - (dodr- drdr)
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I R, -r o I | øf'>] folI rr r=]of. 
(D.5)| 4 d5 d,L 

^ljv{')l= | |

l-d,L -d,L dr+d,I| )lzG)) lOJ

The displacement solutions (in terms of u , v and w) are those prescribed in equation

(2.7). Substitution of row i into rows 2 and 3 reduces this system to

| ¿, + Rd, d,L 1løØ1_ f 
oì

l-d^+na',)r d,+d,rll\relJ:toJ (D6)

Taking the determinant of the matrix in the above equation yields the following

characteristic equation

(ara, + Ri5ds + drdo + R,d,')I| +(drd, + Rdrdr) = 0

which has two roots *s where s is given as

JArl-(a,+ Rd,)
S=

(D.7)

(D.8)

(D.e)

_lh"a" + R,d.d^ +d"Å - B Å 2\
\t\J>r)vtu4Tt\lu1)

The following displacement solutions are proposed through the thickness

{',2} 
: 
{I,,}', 

" . 
{';,}' " 

"

where the expression for the displacement function, VQ), is given in equation (D.3).

Substitution of roots s, -s into equation (D.6) leads to the following solutions for the

eigenvectors

(D.l0a)

and

(D.10b)

Expressionsfor þ(z) and X@)

(D.l1a)

IQ): -(d, * Rdr)(C,e" + Cre-") .

lø,) | 'd, ì

\r,l:l-cr, + A,d,)J

| ø,) I -'d, I

\',J: i-t¿ + R'd)l'

can be written as

ó(t) = sd,(cre" - cr.r- ")
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The expression for the stress, o,,(z), is given as

6,, = Dt3?* n.?* or*
ox oy oz

Substituting equation (D.3) into the above equation results in

(D.12)

(D.13)

(D.ls)

where 
dr?) 

can be written with consta nr d" factored in as
Å-UL

ry = -(d, Id) 
{sa,(c,e- - c,r-,,)} = -(d, 

*-!d) 
{ørr>}. (D. 14)

Using the above relation, the stress o,,(z) can be rewritten in terms of the displacement,

þ(z) , as

o,,(z) : -(D,ru + ouÑn,)PQ) + Drrry

nr: -(n,rírt+ ar,Ñn,) - nrr(d'*-!'a')

R,
wk) = ?o,,(z) .

R2

o,,(z), automatically ensures continuity

o,,(z):l-{r,,o + D,,ñR,)- 4,*Pft^nt = R,ó(z)

where

(D.16)

Therefore, the stress, o,,(z), and the displacements, þ(z)and XQ), depend on one

another and any one of these functions can be expressed in terms of another function

multiplied by a constant. Since stress free boundary conditions are required, the stress,

o,,(z), is used as the main function and the displacements, þ(z)and Ik), can be

expressed as

ú(t) =
o,,(z) (D.r7a)

(D.l7b)

in the displacements,Continuity in the stress,

þ(z)and r@).

R2

tt7



D.2 Propagator matrix formulation

By evaluating the stress, o,=(z), and displacement, IQ), at z: z¡ and

z=Z¡+h,for a particular sub-layer and by eliminating the vector of the two unknown

constants, C, and Cr,the following relation can be obtained

where

{b,.,} = [¿]{¿,}

{b,}' : (*, o=,) .

be written in terms of the undetermined constants Ç and

(D.18)

(D.le)

Ç in theVector {å, } can

following way

{4} = lrllq(z)l{c} (D.20)

where

(D.21)

(D.22)

and

{c}' : (q c,) (D.23)

Thus, equation (D.20) is an expression for the stresses and displacements for the i th

interface in terms of the undetermined coefficients Ç and Cr. Since it is required to

relate the stresses and displacements af the i th interface to the stresses and

displacements at the (l +l) th interface with a propagator matrix for the i th sub-layer,

assume the local coordinate z=z¡ for {ó,} and z=z¡ *h, for {b,.,}. Solving matrix

equation (D.19) for {C} gives

lzr,¡l: [r" "_," ]

| À:l-(d, + Rd,) -(d, *R,d,)l
L J I Rrsd, -Rrsd, I

- --r I

tcj=FØ)'l,._.i

where
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Substitution of z = z, * h, into ma

displacement vector at the (i +1) th i

where the i th propagator matrix is

ln,1:l¡llnr'>ll"_"

lo.,l=

(D.2s)

(D.23) into the stress and

(D.26)

=pllnçz¡ll,=,ltl' (D.27)

and

I tf rsr,, * n-sr,,) - 
(¿, + n,ar) 

(e,,, -n-',, )l r-

ln'7=l Å-'(| -n-,\ ,",:" ,,'," 'l=lo;,',, ^,',f ro'T >

l_ z(ar+ R,d,)\- - l 2\- , l
Matrix lp,l ^d equations (D.16a) and (D.16b) can be used to construct components for a

4 by 4 propagator matrix in which the displacements, u, and vi, are included in order that

continuity of all the displacements is maintained. A vector involving the stresses and

displacements is now proposed as

{b.,}' = (u, vi wi o.,)

where the 4 by 4 propagator matrix becomes

n
I'22

0

0

0

O pzt

R2

.R,

Pzz oro"
0pn
0 pzt

is obtained by

(D.2e)

(D.30)

repeated application of equation

0

Pn

Pzz

The global propagator matrix lp

(D.25). This results in

.o]

{a'"-'} = lr
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where

The repeated application of the above equation ensures that continuity of displacements

and stresses are maintained at the interfaces between sub-layers.

D.3 Frequency equation

Denoting the elements of the 4by 4 global propagator matrix, lO-"], by prl and

invoking zero traction conditions in terms of o,, at interfaces 1 and (1/+1), the

following equation can be obtained from equation (D.30)

P.Got{w'}=O' (D'33)

The exact frequency equation for the plate is obtained by setting the global propagator

matrix component , prc or, to zero, i.e.

f (a,il,Ñ): p.Got=0. (D.34)

The above equation can be solved for a¡ given M and N .

Once the roots of the dispersion equation are determined from equation (D.33),

the corresponding stress and displacement eigenvectors can be obtained by letting 4
equal unity in equation (D.32) and letting stress the õ",t equal zero. Since the

displacements, u and v, depend on the stress o-,,the displacements ¿r and v must also

be zero. The eigenvector of the stresses and displacements at the first interface becomes

{a-, }' = 1o o I o). (D.35)

The eigenvector of the stresses and displacements at the í th interface can then be

calculated by

fo-"]= [r,."]lr-'-'] .[o-'] . 
I n.,lln.,f.

{u. ,} : [[r.'-' ][r-'- ,]...lo.,llo-' ]]{4.'} .

(D.32)

(D.36)
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D.4 Frequency equation and displacement solutions for homogeneous plate

If the roots of the characteristic equation are pure imaginary, then root s can be

written as

*5 - *¡J (D.37)

(D.38)

(D.41)

(D.42)

(D.43)

(D.44)

S=

From equations (D.27), (D.29) and (D.33) the frequency equation for a homogeneous

plate can be written as

f(r,M,ñ): p'oor= p.¡,:- -.!"0: -,(n" -r-'o)=0 (D.39)¿' z(dr+R,4)\- - )

where l1 is the total thickness of the plate. Cancelling out constant terms, the above

equation can be reduced to

*(r" -e-'H )= 0. (D.40)

Using hyperbolic and trigonometric identities, this last equation can be reduced to

s(sinh(stl)) = r(-¡rin(rig))= ¡.
If s = ñ, then the above frequency equation can be reduced further to

is(-isinli'z-rä))= r(sin(--sl/)) = -tsin(-rll) = 0.

Canceling out the term -.r results in

sin(sll) = I -

Thus, the frequency equation for a homogeneous plate reduces to the simple form

lH:nr ; where n=0,1,2,...

and s isafunctionoffrequency, o.Thefirstrootof thisequationfor n=0 is s=0.
For this first root to be zero, equation (D.37) shows that the frequency, ar, contained in

d, must be zero.

solutions for the displacement, w, and the stress, o-, from equations (D.1lb)

and (D.14) if s = rs , reduce to

t2l
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w(z) = tQ) = -(d, * Ri){(C,+ Ç)cos(sz) +(c, - c,)isin(se)} (o.4s)

o,=(z) = Rrs d, {i(Ç + C, ) cos(sz) - (C, - Cr) sin(sz)} . (D.46)

If s = ls , solutions for the displacements, zl and v, can be written in terms of the stress,

o-, aS

u(z) = þ(z):+ :sd,{i(C,+Ç)cos(sz)-(C, -C)sin(sz)} (D.47)
a

VQ) = *o,,(r) : R,sd,{r(C,+Ç)cos(s z)-(C,-Ç)sin(sz)}. (D.48)R2 ¡ /t

Looking at the real parts of the displacements and stresses, and substituting in the

frequency equation (D.43) in place of s yields the following real functions

T v(z) : re) = - (d, *n+ I 
{tC 

- r,l *'(T)}

o,, (z) - - R z(T) t, 
{{r, 

-, ;,^(T)}
Solutions to the displacemenfs, î.t and v, can be written in terms of the stress.

u(z) : ó(,) : T : -(T)0,{,r - Ç ) sin (ç)}

(D.4e)

(D.50)

o._) as

(D.sr)

v(z): vG) = *o,,(') = -o,(+)0,{ç, -r,)r^(ry:)I. e.52)R2 \n) ¡. " ( H ))
The above displacement solutions show that the first frequency is zero when n = 0 and

the displacements, u and v, as well as the stress, oE)are zero throughoutthe thickness.

Displacement w in this case is not zero but it is constant through the thickness. For the

firstnon-zero frequency (i.e.when n=l),displacements a and yand stress o-z arezeto

at the free surface and they all have a sine-like variation through the thickness.

Displacement w is not zero at the free surface but varies cosine-like through the

thickness. Subsequent higher frequencies contain equally spaced nodes through the

thickness where the dìsplacements u and v and the stress o-- are zero but the

displacement rry is not zero at these nodes.
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Appendix E

Supplement to $ 3.5 Raleigh-Ritz approximation

Equations pertinent to $ 3.5 are presented here in order to detail the development

of the constants, the intermediate equations and the steps given in $ 3.5.

The three components in the strain-displacement relations are given from equation (3.84)

AS

0

0

w

1)

u

0

o
e

N,

f'l
lul

d l0l*)'l
lol
lu)

tu
--r - andq

tu____L. Cl

d

u

0

0

0

w

v

d
;(x

[l'r, Nj Nk o o o o o o

lo o o o 0 o 0 o o

lo o o o o o o o o

l0 0 o 0 o o 0 o o

l0 o 0 0 o o N, Ni Nk

Lo o o ¡y', Nj NÈ o o o

[-o o o o o o o o o

l0 0 0 ¡y', Nj ¡y'k 0 o o

lo o o o o o o o o

lo o o o o o N, ¡/i Nk

l0 0 o 0 o o 0 o 0

flr, Nj Nk o o o o o o

=lbl{q'}; = l.l{ø}; =lo){q} (E.1)

where q' denotes

lal are given as

denotes 
N' . Th"a matrices [å], [c] , anddenotes

løl=

l'l:

(8.2)

(8.3)
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(8.4)

(E.s)

f ^l _L"l -

where

Matrix [n]is

From equation (3.91),

[c], and ln] are

and

{e}'[a]{e}

the two terms expanded in terms of the matrices lol,lU),

(8.6)

(8.7)

000
000
ûñjño
000
000
000

000
000
000
000
ûf/À/tri tt j ttk

000

given as

[¡¿, N, N, o o o o o o
lJ"

=10 0 0 N, Nj N¿ 0 o 0

Lo o o o 0 o N, Nj ¡y'À

,lä\'l"i'þl{ä\-{q'\'[å]rlDl[å]{q'}-{q'\'[å]'[D][,]{d}

- {q'}' þlr P[a]{q} - {a}' [']' [D] [å] { 
q' \ - {q\' [c]' [a] [c] { 4}

-{E}'[c]' [a][a] {q\ -{q\' lal' lnlful{q'\ -{q\' l'l' loll,l{E\

-{q\'fal'fn)fal{q}

*fr¡

Í
zi

, respectively.

0

0

0

^/
0

0

d lk

ù

00
00
00

ì7lY¡ l\j

00
00

AI ,l. andañ, , ñ ,, and -ûo ð,enote ! ,ù

l"l

,{r,}' {û} 
:,{ä}' r"t, t"t{ä}

l1

rY

= {q' }' lul' l Dllbl{q' } * {q' }' lbl' t ¡l [. ] { r¡ } + {q' }' lul' l nll'l{q}

* {q}' l,l' l Dllblj'q' } * {q}' l'l' t 
Dl 

t 4 { d } * {q}' l,l' l nll,l{q}

* {q}' lol' l nllul{q' } * {q}' lol' [ 
¿] [' ] { ø } * {q}' lol' l nll'l{q} .

equations (E.6) and (E.7) into equation (3.91) yieldsituting

t
l"

JJJI
t y,l

I

L

Subst

,-l
2

(E.8)
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Define the following constants

and

zi+hi

l*)= I cL"l' lnp'
zl

:, +h,

f¿,1= Jlul'lnlÞV,
zi

zt+ht

lt ,l: Jløl'loll"V,
zi

z,+h,

lt',]' = Jl"l'lnllu@,
zi

z,+h,

lt ,l: Jl'l'ln1¡"p,
zi

z,+h,

lt,^l= Jl,l'lnllnÞ,
Z¡

ai+ni

lt ol' : Jltl'lnllrV'

z, +h,

fr,l: Jl,l'lnll,y,
Z¡

z,+h,

lru]: Il,l'lnll"V,
zi

z,+h,

lt'uf' = ll"l'ln)lr@,.
zi

the above constants into the total energy equation (E.8)

(E.9a)

(E.eb)

(E.ec)

(E.ed)

(E.9e)

(E.eÐ

(E.ee)

(E.eh)

(E.ei)

(E.ei)

yields equationSubstituting

(3.e3).

Apply integration by parts to factor out the term

following generic formula is also useful

t25
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(E.10)

Applying equation

(E.11a)

(E.1lb)

(E.1lc)

(E.11d)

(E.11e)

(E.11Ð

and

I-{a}'lo,l{q} : -{q}'lt ,l{q}|, * I{q}'
v

substituting equations (E.11a) through (E.11g) into equation (3.93) yields equation

(3.e4).

ã ã,ob\ , fu
Ll-: -u '&&&

(E.10) to each term in equation (3'93) yields

,(o\r- -1,ì ¡ ¡r_ l,ll rr -- (oo\

I {ø} t,t1 ä | 
= {ø}' l*l\n 

Jl, 
- ),{ø}' r*l\n I

! -{n'}' lo, l{q' } : -{q}' lt',1{q'}1, * !,{ø}' lr',1{q "}

I - {n' }' lo,l{q} = - {q}' ln,l{q }1. * I {ø}' lr,,){ø' }

I"-{q}'lt ^l{q'} 
= -{q}'lt',1{q'}1, * l,{ø}'lr',){a'}

-{q,}'lt ol' {a} = -{q}'lt ^l'{a}I, 
* l,{ø}'lr,^l' {q'}

I-{a}' lo,l{ø} : -{ø}'[¿,]{ q}1, * l{ø}'ln'){a}
)'v

J

The matric es lm] through fl,tr]-lkr]']

simplified by defining the following vectors:

{ø}'= (¡r, Nj

(E.l1g)

contained in equation (3.95), can be

(E.rza)

. (E.r2b)

lk,l{q}

No)

I dù' at z I an)'¿-> '--<->
ldt ) dz h, ld6 )

=' i tù {ù' d, =*i,t+ {n}' a€ = +l:, i: ;l

=(ñ, ñ, ¡/-)= {+\' =\ J ..r 
ldz)

¡ ¡\T
I -l

\nl

Defining

(E.l3a)
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[¡]=

lt -8 t-l
=*l -* t6 -s le.nuit''l t -B ', 

)

='*!' r ^, r ^tr, f Z\( Z\'f[ø\[ø\'I \ñl\ñl o' : îlh, )\h, ) j,ldq ) Völ
dä

and

=,*,:, , - ¡^rr l" ( .r\r- ( ¿a), [-¡ 4 -tl
[¿]= Jt,]l'] d,=îl?\'lt:,¡l*ldë=:l-4 0 o l (Er3c)

; -' ¿fh, )j,"ldí) ' uL, _4 ,J

The nine by nine matrices In] througrr l[trJ-lÆr]'] used in equation (3.95) can be

defined now in terms of the three by three matrices [l] ,lB), ana [ø] in;the following

fashion

lft,]=

ll¿1

r-l= rl l¿l

DuulAl

,,J

o,trJ
(Dr, + Drr)lA]

o,trJ

(E.l4a)

(E.14b)

(E.1ac)

(E.14d)

(E.lae)

o,trJ
D,,lEl- ",tt,'l

D,,lAl

T

. -. I

lU"l-lr,l' l: I
LJI

14,[E]-

I 
D"ln

['t,] = 
|

L

t
flo,,l * [,r, ]'l = l (r,, *

L

I Duul¿

lft,] : 
I

L

- -T
D,'LE)'

l
Do^lBl

D'u)lA)

f

I
DrrlAl

and
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Substitute the above equations (E.14a) through (E.lag) into equation (3.95) and

perform the following multiplications for the matrix terms within the eigenvalue equation

(3.95) yields

rì [d,¿]{"}) t I t I
-W{ï\= 1 lr'"o,{u')sin(ñy) l,cte)F}lco'sin(røx)cos(Ñv;+] 

fø'sin{M")sin(¡øv)--tr t. J t J lp[¡]{'o}j

(8.15d)

[[r.]*[r.]']{ø',=-{to'-o*tln)lo}}nNcoslø.x)sin(ruv,-{,o 
-o*unrrrl^sin(Mx)cos(ñvr.{3},*tø1,t,*rl

-t
D,,lEl- ,*ltl' 

)
Itr,l - lÆ,1'] =

[r,]{s,,} - -{4'trl{'}} o, *uon,",¡r,-{o,,r,*r,}n'sin(Mx)cos(ñv,-{o,,rur,}ø','"rørsin(Nv)

[[0,]-[0,]'l{n,} - 

{ta'r'r- 

a't'l'I'a}øcos1ø,¡siniñv¡- 

{l},,",*,.",,or,.{¡o,,n,-r,,¡11,1101}(-rzlsrn1ir,rx¡sin1ñv¡

f.4,t8]{'}l tjfl
t Jcosrø"lsin(ñv)-i"-tu,tu 

jsin(øx)cos(1vv)-lo,,r,*rjsin(Mx)sin(Nv)

lr,l{ø} --fo"la)tnt}r,*u*,,,",*r,-{a,,rurr}r'sin(Mx)cos(Nv,-{r_,ru,or},t',,"tørsin(ñv)

(E.1ag)

(E.l5a)

(E.lsb)

(E.15c)

(E.l5e)

(E.15Ð

DoolEl- Dr,lEl'

ln'){q} =

(E.lsg)
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Summing terms (E.15a) through (E.159) yields equations (3.101a), (3.101b) and

(3.1 0 1 c).

The element stiffness matrix, [K], and element mass matri*, lMl, from equation

(3.102) can be rearranged to give lf-] and l*.1O, using the following operations in

equation (E.16)

. impose column I of lK] and

. impose column 2 of [K] and

. impose column 3 of [iK] and

. impose column a of [,K] and lMl into column2 of [,<.] ana lr.),respectively

. impose column s of [rK] and lMl into column 5 of [r- ] ana l*.l,respectively

. impose column 6 of [,K] and lMl into column 8 of l,<.] ana lr.l,respectively

. impose column 7 of [,K] and lMl into column 3 of l,<-] ano lr.l,respectively

. impose column s of [,K] and lMl into column 6 of [,r.] ana l*.l,respectively

. impose column 9 of [,K] and lMl into column 9 of fr- ] ana lr.l,respectively.

(8.16)

Applying of these operations to the rows and columns of ff] and lMl will yield the

element stiffness matrix, 1".],and element mass matrix, lr.l, in equation (3.109).

These matrices are given as

[ø] lnto column t of lK.I ana lv. ] , 
respectively

[ø] into column + of lK-] ana [ø.], respectively

[ø] into column 7 of lK.f ana lu. ] , respectively
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Ki lil K12r K73r Kl1r,
K22t.t K23n K21n

K33.n K37t2

Kll,2

(Symmetric)

lr'f=,
(Symmetric)

Kl lr3 . K72,ß K1313

K21ß K22ß K23ß

K31r3 K32ß K33ß

K71:ß Kl2n K1323

K27T K22n K2323

K31T K32n K3323

K7\3 Kt43 K7\3

K243 K2333

K3\3

K72t2 K73n

K22n K23r,

K32t2 K33n

K12,2 K1372

K22,2 K23.'2
tl^a
I\ JJ2?

f w'1-L" l-

and

4.
IJ

/
AlzAtt

'^23
,4

"22

Á
JJ

/
"t24,,

4,,

Á"t2Á,-l¡

4,, n23

/4..

"t3

4,,

A
'^33

(8.r7)

(E.l8)
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